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ABSTRACT: Nanostructured materials are essential building
blocks for the fabrication of new devices for energy
harvesting/storage, sensing, catalysis, magnetic, and optoelectronic applications. However, because of the increase of
technological needs, it is essential to identify new functional
materials and improve the properties of existing ones. The
objective of this Viewpoint is to examine the state of the art of
atomic-scale simulative and experimental protocols aimed to
the design of novel functional nanostructured materials, and
to present new perspectives in the relative ﬁelds. This is the
result of the debates of Symposium I “Atomic-scale design protocols towards energy, electronic, catalysis, and sensing
applications”, which took place within the 2018 European Materials Research Society fall meeting.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern technology has a huge impact on our everyday life.
For example, nowadays a vast number of tasks can be
performed with a couple of clicks. Functional materials, that is,
materials exhibiting adaptive capabilities to external stimuli,1
form the basis for a wide range of technologies. Their societal
impact is tantamount in energy harvesting/storage, sensing,
catalysis, magnetic, and optoelectronic applications.
During the last years, intensive research activities have been
devoted to the synthesis and characterization of nanomaterials.
The discovery of novel materials with desirable properties,
however, requires that we understand the atomic structural
principles governing the functional response. In this
perspective, the Symposium I “Atomic-scale design protocols
towards energy, electronic, catalysis, and sensing applications”,
which took place within the 2018 European Materials Research
Society fall meeting, focused on the recent developments of
design strategies for smart materials. Here, the outcomes of the
Symposium’s debates are reported.
This Viewpoint ﬁrst focuses on general technical aspects of
performing ﬁrst-principles calculations, on creating integrated
data infrastructures and extracting useful information from
them, and on issues related to machine learning techniques.
Materials and processes for energy conversion through
catalysis and hazards in energy storage in batteries are then
addressed. A broad range of functional materials is covered in
the remaining sections of this Viewpoint, from molecular solids
and metallic multilayer composites, oxide thermoelectrics, and
“ferroelectric” metals to hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites
and triboelectric materials. These examples illustrate the
challenges in understanding and improving functional

materials, but they also demonstrate the progress that has
been made on an atomistic level by advanced techniques, both
in theoretical and experimental studies. Particular emphasis has
been put on synergistic investigations involving experimentals,
materials informatics, and computational approaches, which
can provide the fundamental understanding of these materials
as well as new insights necessary to guide and accelerate the
search of materials with targeted functionalities.

2. PREDICTING THE BAND GAP OF COMPLEX
MATERIALS: COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND
PROCEDURES
The prediction and interpretation of materials properties
requires the combination of advanced theoretical models and
accurate numerical schemes. For decades, density functional
theory (DFT)2,3 has been the primary method to estimate the
ground-state properties of materials, and it still represents a
common methodological scheme for studying a wide variety of
physical phenomena, including those reviewed in the present
Viewpoint. Despite its great success, DFT has some limitations
arising from the approximation used to construct the exchange
and correlation functionals that hinders its performance. An
archetypal shortcoming of DFT is the calculation of the band
gap, a property of fundamental importance and crucial for all
practical applications, including energy, electronic, catalysis,
and sensing applications, which are the main focus of this work
and will be elaborated and discussed more extensively in the
following sections. A variety of quantum-mechanical methods
has been proposed to cure this problem, including local
corrections inspired by the Hubbard-based models4 (e.g., DFT
+U and self-interaction corrected schemes), hybrid functionals

Figure 1. Comparison between calculated and experiment band gaps. (a) Hybrid functionals for a data set including 30 semiconductors and (b)
GW applied to a perovskite data set including 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals. Adapted from refs 10 and 12.
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(e.g., see refs 5−7), quasiparticle approaches8 (GW), and, for
what concern the optical excitations, the Bethe-Salpeter
equation (BSE).9
2.1. scPBE0 Hybrid Functional. A promising compromise
between the computational cost and the accuracy of the
calculated band gap value is represented by hybrid functionals.
Figure 1 shows a selection of hybrid functional band gaps
computed for a wide set of insulating and semiconducting
materials.10 Despite the research eﬀort made so far, further
investigation is still needed to improve the prediction of the
band gap value, which mainly relies on mixing parameters at
the basis of the hybrid energy functional formulation. As an
example, the procedure to carry one scPBE010 calculation is
here concisely described, which is one of the last members of
the hybrid family.
The scPBE0 hybrid energy functional is based on the selfconsistent evaluation of the mixing parameter α, which
controls the amount of HF exchange.10is the This is done by
means of an iterative calculation of the static dielectric constant
using the perturbation expansion after discretization (PEAD)
method.11 Speciﬁcally, one starts the self-consistent loop by
using the standard mixing αin = 0.25. At the end of this
iteration the output mixing αout is determined as the inverse of
the mean value of the diagonal elements of the dielectric
function evaluated by PEAD; that is, αout = 1/ε∞, where ε∞ is
the ion-clamped static dielectric tensor. This new value of α is
then used to start a new iteration. The self-consistent
procedure stops when αout − αin is smaller than the desired
accuracy (usually ∼10−2).
The results obtained by ﬁxed-α (PBE0 and HSE03) and selfconsistent (scPBE0) hybrids (Figure 1 show that scPBE0
performs better for band gaps smaller than ∼8 eV, whereas for
larger gaps PBE0 appears to be a better choice. The
nonempirical extension of range-separated hybrids, in which
not only the mixing parameters α but also the screening length
(typically labeled μ in HSE-like hybrids), represents a possible
route for improvement. Following this idea, a new class of
nonempirical hybrid functionals based on a model dielectric
function has been recently proposed that indeed predicts
accurately band gaps for both narrow- and wide-gap semiconductor.13 The next level of theory, which allows the
computation of quasiparticle energies and guarantees an
improved prediction of band gaps, is the GW method.8
2.2. GW Method. The GW method is probably the most
accurate approach presently available for condensed matter
physics calculations. Alternative advanced methodologies have
been developed in other sectors, for example, quantumchemistry methods, such as Møller−Plesset perturbation and
coupled cluster theories,14 which are however still computationally too demanding when applied to complex extended
systems. The essence of the GW scheme is the inclusion of the
self-energy, deﬁned as Σ = iGW (where G is the single particle
Green’s function, and W is the screened Coulomb interaction),
in the generalized Kohn−Sham equations. Regrettably enough,
despite its success, the proper use of the GW method is not
well-established from a technical point of view, yielding to
nonconverged solutions. In fact, the convergence criteria
requires a summation over many empty states (N) and a
suﬃciently dense k-points mesh resulting in large computational cost and memory requirements. However, two diﬀerent
routes can be followed to obtained converged results:12

1. Basis-set extrapolation. The core aspect of this scheme is
to extrapolate the quasi-particle (QP) energies obtained
using a ﬁnite-basis-set to the inﬁnite-basis-set limit
through the formulawhere E(Nk,N) is the calculated QP
energies with Nk k-points and N bands, E(Nk, N∞) is the
corresponding extrapolated (N → ∞) QP energies, and
the variables nk and Nk indicate the number of k-points
in the small and large k-point mesh, respectively.
2. Conventional scheme. This method attempts to converge
the QP energies with respect to a set of three
parameters: number of bands, energy cutoﬀ for the

plane wave expansion for the orbitals Epw, and the
number of k-points.
An important aspect to consider when performing GW
calculations is the choice of the pseudopotential. Even though
accurate results can be also obtained with ultrasoft
pseudopotentials, it is recommended, when possible, to
adopt norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Following the
above consideration one can achieve a remarkably good
fundamental band gap for a wide set of transition metal
perovskites, as shown in Figure 1.
An additional ambiguity, which is often a source of
confusion, is the diﬀerence between fundamental electronic
gap, that is, the energy diﬀerence between the lowest
unoccupied state and the highest occupied one, and the
optical gap, which includes electron−hole interaction and is
lower than the fundamental electronic gap by an amount that is
typically referred to as excitonic energy.15 Excitonic eﬀects, not
included in the GW scheme, can be accounted for by using the
Bethe-Salpeter equation, in which the response function is
computed from the Dyson-like equation.16
2.3. BSE Calculations. The procedure to conduct BSE
calculations consists of four steps:17
1. Standard self-consistent DFT calculations. If the DFT
ground state turns out to be metallic it is necessary to
add a small U or a scissor operator (only in this step).
2. Additional DFT step to compute the one-electron wave
functions and eigenenergies of all virtual orbitals
evaluated by an exact diagonalization.
3. G0W0 runs to compute the QP energies and static
screened interaction W, and
4. BSE run (typically in the Tamm-Dancoﬀ approximation18) to compute the frequency-dependent macroscopic dielectric function
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with the oscillator strengths SΛ associated with the
optical transitions deﬁned by
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Figure 2. Experimental and calculated optical conductivity spectra σ(ω) of (a) Sr2IrO4 and (b) Sr3Ir2O7. The gray vertical lines represent the
oscillator strength whose contributions to α and β peaks are highlighted in red and blue colors, respectively. (c, d) GW band structure. (e, f) GW
total density of states. The red and blue arrows in (c, d) represent the dominant interband transitions for the α and β peaks, respectively. The width
of the arrows denotes the normalized amplitude of BSE eigenvectors |XΛcvk|. Adapted from ref 17.
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techniques). This would facilitate a paradigmatic shift in the
materials modeling community from massively DFT-based
calculations to beyond-DFT schemes, which would be
beneﬁcial for the quality and accuracy of the results and
therefore for the prediction and understanding of materialspeciﬁc functionalities.

(3)
Λ

In the last two equations, ΩΛ and X are BSE
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, V is the
bare interaction, η is a positive inﬁnitesimal, and wk are
the k-point weights, while ψvk and ψck refer to occupied
and unoccupied DFT(+U) wave functions, respectively.
With these prescriptions, excellent optical properties are
obtained for the challenging spin−orbit coupled Dirac-Mott
properties of Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7,17 as shown in Figure 2.
Note that step 3 is rather expensive and does not scale
favorably with the number of k points. Considering that the
calculation of BSE spectra requires many k points to reach a
good level of convergence, it can be useful to adopt an
analytical treatment of the screening as input in the BSE run
(step 4):
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3. DATA-DRIVEN MATERIALS SCIENCE: BUILDING
MAPS OF MATERIALS PROPERTIES
3.1. Descriptors in Materials Science. High-performance
computing (HPC) is used for the search and design of novel
functional materials with improved functionalities. According
to the Springer Materials database,19 ∼250 000 inorganic
materials, including stable and metastable phases, are known to
exist. Unfortunately, even somewhat basic propertiessuch as
elastic constants, electrical and thermal conductivity, and
similarare systematically known only for very few of them.
Computational high-throughput initiatives like Materials
Project,20 AFLOW,21 and OQMD22 have collected information on hundreds of thousands of possible materials and made
them available in open-access databases. However, while
electronic structure calculations provide a wealth of
information, the majority of these data are not eﬃciently used.
Recently, a manifesto23 on how scientiﬁc data should be
handled has been proposed: It goes under the acronym FAIR,
which stands for ﬁndable, accessible, interoperable, and
reusable/repurposable. The recently established Novel Materials Discovery (NOMAD) Laboratory24,25 already complies to
the FAIR principles. This is made possible by the NOMAD
Repository & Archive, as of end of 2018 containing more than
50 000 000 open-access single-point calculations of millions of
diﬀerent chemical compositions and atomic structures, mainly
bulk materials. These include also calculations from the abovementioned databases and more. For all the calculations,
original input and output ﬁles are stored in the Repository, and
a code-independent representation of all calculations’ data is
accessible in the Archive, thanks to a remapping of the raw
data into a hierarchical metadata framework.24
It is easy to realize that the number of possible stable and
metastable materials is to all practical purposes inﬁnite. This
suggests that novel functional materials with superior properties for any conceivable application should exist but are not yet
known. High-throughput scanning of the compositional and

where ε∞ is the static ion-clamped dielectric function in the
long-wave limit, and the screening length parameter λ is
derived by ﬁtting the screening ε−1 at small wave vectors with
respect to |q + G| with q and G being the wave vector and
lattice vector of the reciprocal cell, respectively.17
2.4. Outlook. In conclusion, a set of state-of-the-art ﬁrstprinciples schemes have been brieﬂy scrutinized; these are
capable to deliver a good estimation of band gaps, not only for
standard semiconductors but also for complex oxides with
diﬀerent electronic conﬁgurations, magnetic orderings, structural characteristics, and spin−orbit coupling strength. These
methods, in particular, GW and BSE, are computationally very
demanding, and much care must be taken in setting up the
computational protocol. As future challenges, it would be
desirable and useful (i) to ﬁnd common standards for the
automation of these complex sequences of simulations
(streamline workﬂows), (ii) to build a high-quality beyondDFT materials database (“Quantum Materials Repository”)
and, possibly, (iii) to envision smart ways to accelerate the
calculations without loss of accuracy (machine learning
14942
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(SO) for ﬁnding sparse solutions. SISSO improves the results
over the conventional CS methods, such as the linear absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)39,42,46 and greedy
algorithms,47,48 when features are correlated, and can
eﬃciently manage immense features spaces.
For applying SISSO, a feature space Φq is constructed by
starting from a set of primary features and a set of unary and
binary operators, such as +, −, exp, √, etc. The features are
then iteratively combined with the operators, where at each
iteration each feature, or pair of features, is exhaustively
combined with each unary/binary operator, with the constraint
that sums and diﬀerences are taken only among homogeneous
quantities. The index q in Φq counts how many such iterations
were performed. The primary features are typically atomic
properties (e.g., ionization potential, radius of s or p valence
orbital, etc.) and compounds properties (e.g., formation energy
of dimers, volume of the unit cell in a given crystal structure,
average coordination, ...)44. Φq contains features in terms of
mathematical expressions; when the values of the features are
determined for each material mi, the matrix D is constructed.
The atomic properties are repurposable and therefore can be
used for many descriptors and model learning. For easier
reference and reusability, the atomic features used in this work
and other related works39,42,44,49 can be accessed online at the
NOMAD Analytics Toolkit: https://analytics-toolkit.nomadcoe.eu.50 A tutorial51 shows how to access these quantities and
use them in a python notebook.
Next, a sketch of the SISSO approach for one important
class of problems in materials science will follow: constructing
materials-properties maps. Then, one application of the
method is shown.
3.3. SISSO for Building Materials-Properties Maps. A
materials-property map (Figure 3) is a low-dimensional
representation of the materials space, where each material is
represented by means of a convenient descriptor. The
components of the descriptor are the coordinates in the lowdimensional representation, such that all materials sharing a
certain property (e.g., being metal or topological insulator) are
located in the same convex hull. In a useful map, hulls
containing materials with exclusive properties (e.g., metals vs
insulators) do not overlap.
The mathematical formulation of SISSO for classiﬁcation44
substitutes a measure of overlap between convex hulls to the
usual mean square error adopted in continuous problems.44
For a property with M categories, the norm for classiﬁcation is
deﬁned as

structural materials space may not be an eﬃcient approach
when used with accurate electronic-structure methods, because
the latter are computationally demanding in terms of CPU/
GPU hours.
A promising alternative approach is to construct models
almost as accurate as reliable electronic-structure methods but
running at a fraction of the cost by means of learning
algorithms. This is the realm of artiﬁcial intelligence or (big)data analytics that is data mining, machine/statistical learning,
deep learning, compressed sensing, and others. In the past 10
years, more and more such approaches have been developed
and applied to the wealth of materials-science data.26−37 The
ﬁrst blind-test, crowd-sourced competition for the machine
learning of properties from materials-science datathe
NOMAD 2018 Kaggle competition38has been a recent
turning point toward widespread acceptance of good-practice
protocols in data-driven materials science. Besides, it
conﬁrmed (Gaussian) kernel methods or, alternatively, the
similar Gaussian-process regression, artiﬁcial neural networks,
and tree-regression methods as the most popular and versatile
artiﬁcial-intelligence approaches.38
In all the cited works, the crucial step is the identiﬁcation of
descriptors that capture the underlying mechanism of a given
material’s property or function and are the numerical input for
the machine-learning model. The descriptors are carefully
designed by the researcher, via imposing known physical
symmetries and constraints. Alternatively, the descriptors can
be learned from the data; more precisely, the best descriptors
can be identiﬁed among a possibly immense set of candidates
by exploiting a signal-analysis technique known as compressedsensing (CS).38
3.2. Compressed Sensing. The compressed sensing (CS)
approach reconstructs a high-quality “signal”, starting from a
sparse set of “observations”.40,41 Mathematically, given a set of
samples measured incoherently (P) CS ﬁnds the sparse
solution (c) of an undetermined system of linear equations
Dc = P, where D is the sensing matrix with the number of
columns much larger than the number of rows. The recasting
of CS into materials-science challenges39,42 starts from a set of
materials (mi) with observable properties listed in vector Pi and
a possibly immense list of test features dj, which form the
features space. The projection of each i-material into the jfeature is the i,j component of the sensing matrix D. The sparse
solution of arg minc (∥P − Dc∥22 + λ∥c∥0), where ∥c∥0 is the
improper norm of c (i.e., its number of nonzero components),
gives the optimum Ω-dimensional descriptor, that is, the set of
features “singled out” by the Ω nonzero components of the
solution vector c. The ﬁrst term in the minimized expression is
a familiar mean square error, as in least-squares regression; the
second term is known as regularization. In this case, a “penalty”
is paid for every nonzero component of c. Eﬀectively, CS
performs a dimensionality reduction from the large input
features space to the selected low-dimensional descriptor.
Diﬀerently from most dimensionality-reduction schemes,43 CS
provides an “inspectable” solution, in the sense that the
components of the selected descriptor are among the input
features.
The sure independence screening and sparsifying operator
(SISSO)44 is a recently developed CS-based method, designed
for identifying low-dimensional descriptors for material
properties. It is an iterative scheme that combines the sure
independence screening scheme (SIS)45 for dimensionality
reduction of huge features space and the sparsifying operators

ij M − 1
j
c ̂ = arg minjjj ∑
jj
c
k I=1

yz
zz
O
(
D
,
c
)
+
λ
c
∑ IJ
0z
zz
z
J=I+1
{
M

(5)

where OIJ(D, c) is the number of data in the overlap region
between the I and J domains, c is a vector with 0 or 1 elements,
so that a feature k (the kth column of D) is selected
(deselected) when ck = 1(0), and λ is a parameter controlling
the number of nonzero elements in c. OIJ depends on (D, c) in
the sense that the nonzero values of c select features from D
that determine the coordinates of the data and the shape of the
convex hulls.
The SISSO algorithm provides an eﬃcient solution to eq 5
also when the number of columns of D (size of the features
space) is immense.44 SISSO has been successfully applied to
identify descriptors for relevant materials-science properties.44,52,49,53 As a showcase application of SISSO, we
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Bartel et al.49 set up SISSO by starting from ri and the
oxidation numbers (νi). Note that, in eq 6, νi are implicitly
used to determine ri. Out of a constructed feature space of 3 ×
109 features (up to the third iteration of feature/operator
combination), the following one-dimensional (1D) descriptor
was identiﬁed:
τ=

ij
r /r yz
rX
− νA jjjνA − A B zzz
j
rB
ln rA /rB z{
k

(7)

This new tolerance factor (τ) shows a prediction accuracy of
94% and nearly uniform performance across the ﬁve anions
evaluated (X = O2−, F−, Cl−, Br−, I−). Like t, τ requires only
the chemical composition, allowing the tolerance factor to be
agnostic to the many structures that are considered perovskites. In addition, τ provides a monotonic estimate of the
probability that a material is stable in the perovskite structure
(Figure 4). The accurate and probabilistic nature of τ, as well
as its generalizability over a broad range of ABX3 and A2B′B″X6
perovskites [with rB = (rB′ + rB″)/2 in eq 7] allows for new
physical insights into the stability of the perovskite structure.
As a direct result, Bartel et al. report the prediction of 23 314
new double-perovskite oxides and halides.49
The equations found by SISSO are not then necessarily
unique, and all components of the descriptors may change at
each added dimension. This reﬂects the approximate nature of
the equations and the unavoidable relationships among

Figure 3. Material-property map for the metal/nonmetal classiﬁcation
(see ref 44 for the data and a more detailed discussions). The axes are
the components of the descriptor, as found by SISSO, by imposing
that materials classiﬁed as metal are represented in a (convex) region
that does not overlap with the region containing materials classiﬁed as
nonmetals. In the descriptor, x is the atomic fraction, IE is the
ionization energy, χ is the electronegativity, Vatom is the volume of a
sphere with radius equal to the covalent radius of the element, and
Vcell is the volume of the unit cell of the considered material.44 The
red circles/blue squares are the training metal/nonmetal materials.

summarize here the recently introduced new descriptor for the
prediction of stable ABX3 perovskites.49
3.3.1. Stability Prediction of ABX3 Perovskites. Perovskite
materials possess exceptional properties for a variety of
applications such as electrocatalysis, proton conduction,
ferroelectrics, battery materials, as well as photovoltaics and
optoelectronics.54−59 ABX3 perovskite crystal structures are
deﬁned as a network of corner-sharing BX6 octahedra
surrounding a larger A-site cation (rA > rB).
While the A and B cations can span the periodic table, the X
anion is typically a chalcogen or halogen. Distortions from the
cubic structure can arise from size-mismatch of the cations and
anion, which results in additional perovskite structures and
nonperovskite structures. The B cation can also be replaced by
two diﬀerent ions resulting in a double perovskite with
chemical formula A2B′B″X6.
Predicting the stability of ABX3 and A2B′B″X6 compounds
remains a longstanding challenge for the discovery of new
functional materials. Most of the approaches that address this
challenge are computationally demanding, limiting their use to
a small set of materials.60−63 Conversely, descriptor-based
approaches enable high-throughput screening applications,
because they provide rapid estimates of material properties.64
A notable example of “human-learned” descriptor is the
Goldschmidt tolerance factor65
rA + rX
t=
2 (rB + rX)
(6)

Figure 4. 1D maps for Goldschmidt t vs the newly proposed τ for
perovskite-stability prediction. The green (gray) areas are the
domains of predicted stability (instability) of perovskites. The
boundaries of Goldschmidt’s t were trained via a decision-tree
classiﬁer over the same data set used for SISSO, hence, the asterisk. In
the case of τ, the darker green and gray areas are regions of 100%
prediction accuracy. So, if for a material τ is smaller than 3.31 or larger
than 12.08, its classiﬁcation is certain. At τ = 4.18, the predicted
probability that a material is a perovskite is 50%, and the probability
to be perovskite smoothly decreases from left to right.

features. In words, one or more primary features may be
accurately described by nonlinear functions of a subset of the
remaining features. It is also noted that the mathematical
constraints imposed in order to obtain the minimally
overlapping convex hulls are very ﬂexible but not complete;
that is, the found descriptor → property relationship is
intrinsically approximate.
3.4. The NOMAD Analytics Toolkit. Artiﬁcial intelligence
approaches like SISSO are promising tools that could become
part of the modern materials scientist’s set of skills. In this
respect, it is fundamental for any researcher adopting such
methods to share not only the data used for training the
algorithms but also the (implemented) learning algorithm
themselves. This has both educational/tutorial purposes and
the merit of improving scientiﬁc reproducibility. Besides
maintaining a large (and growing) Repository & Archive, the
NOMAD Laboratory also provides the infrastructure to share
data-analytic tools, in terms of python (or other languages)

introduced in 1926 and since then used extensively to predict
the stability of ABX3 perovskites based only on the ionic radii
(ri) of each ion (i = A, B, X). The prediction accuracy of t is
not very high, especially for compounds containing heavier
halides.66 Considering a data set of 576 ABX3 experimentally
characterized material compositions,67−69 the overall prediction accuracy of t is 74%. Using the same 576 ABX3 materials,
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notebooks. By logging in at https://analytics-toolkit.nomadcoe.eu, users can ﬁnd tutorial notebooks, for instance,
introducing the CS method and allowing for the reproduction
of published results such as those presented in refs 35, 39, 42,
44, 49, 52, and more.
3.5. Outlook. Compressed-sensing-based descriptor identiﬁcation is a promising approach for the artiﬁcial-intelligenceassisted determination of maps of materials properties. In
particular, SISSO is a powerful tool for the identiﬁcation of
descriptors starting from a huge number of candidates.
However, this approach is currently limited to scalar features.
This seems to be not a severe limitation in cases where the
chemical composition of a material corresponds to a welldeﬁned structure, including crystal symmetry and atomic
arrangement. In this case, suitable descriptors depending on
properties of free atoms are readily found. When polymorphism is present, the atomic (local) environment appears
to be a necessary input, but currently the approach described
in this section lacks a systematic strategy to construct
environment-dependent features of increasing complexity, to
be used as candidates in the feature space.

(c) Is my data set skewed toward certain types of chemistry?
(d) Is my model error artiﬁcially low due to overﬁtting?
At the heart of these questions are two key problems: (i)
understanding the error associated with sparse representation
of chemical classes, and (ii) recognizing the extent of chemical
clustering and how clustering may eﬀect performance. As we
seek to understand the role of chemistry in model error, it is
best described with a model system.
Consider this preliminary tool78 built using a model that
predicts experimental band gap. The model was trained on
2483 compounds where experimental band gap was known,
and the details of the model are reported elsewhere.79 The ﬁrst
thing that this tool provides is a periodic table (Figure 5),
where elemental prevalence in the data set is visualized using a
heat map. Sorting the data by elements allows us to not only
express elemental prevalence but also demonstrate the error
versus number of entries. The overall model may look
acceptable, but on closer investigation one can see that certain
classes suﬀerer from systematic error.
Figure 6a provides evidence whether the error in these
classes could be reduced by obtaining additional entries in this
class. In other words, additional data from compounds
containing these elements should be gathered to improve

4. IDENTIFYING ERROR IN MACHINE LEARNING
MODELS
The design of new materials has long relied on DFT, molecular
dynamics, phase ﬁeld calculations, and more. While these
approaches are very useful, they are also costly in terms of
computational resources and time, limiting their utility. In the
past decade, we have seen a surge in interest in applying
machine learning (ML) techniques to help address these
challenges.70−72 For example, fewer computations need to be
performed if an ML algorithm is able to prescreen compounds
of interest.73,74
Despite increasingly broad acceptance of ML in the
discovery of new materials, there remain common and often
valid criticisms,75 which include:
(i) Necessity of data. Is there suﬃcient data in the literature,
and how do we organize it in a way that is useful?
(ii) ML algorithms are a black box. As such they lack the
ability to provide physical insight from a mechanistic
perspective.
(iii) Suspicions about the ability to extrapolate beyond the
training data.
(iv) We often do not consider the error, or uncertainty,
associated with model predictions.
(v) Reported error does not represent the actual ability to
predict targets due to overﬁtting.
(vi) Given relatively recent adoption of data science into
material science, there remain numerous instances of
bad data practices.
The ML community has begun to identify and address these
issues in a number of ways.76,77 Next, a tool to allow materials
research practitioners to leverage their chemical knowledge to
identify model error is explored.
4.1. An Interactive Tool to Visualize Model Error and
Chemistry. The error identiﬁcation in ML is accomplished by
providing an interactive tool to visualize error and chemistry.
In our experience, materials researchers want to rely on their
own chemical intuition as they address the following questions:
(a) Do I have enough data for meaningful learning?
(b) Do my data provide the required diversity to predict
across a variety of chemistries?

Figure 5. Interactive periodic table allows for quick and eﬃcient
exploration of chemical space. The tool is described in detail in ref 78.
Such tool will also be generalizable for any machine learning model
where chemistries are being explored, not just for bandgap.

accuracy. This same periodic table could be toggled to have the
heat map represent the absolute error for compounds
containing each element. Moreover, hovering over and clicking
on individual elements could then provide element-speciﬁc
information.
In Figure 6b the distribution of residual values for vanadium
are shown. It is also possible to display information regarding
the average band gap, the variance in band gap, the percent
error, or even things like feature values. Extending this
approach to include AND/OR logic (formula contains: O, F,
and/or Al) is also possible and would allow for a more
nuanced analysis. For example, the residual error associated
with hydroxides or ﬂuorooxides can be considered as opposed
to the broader class of oxides. This allows users to visualize if
the error is a function of trends from the periodic tablewhich
chemists already know and understand such as bonding,
electronegativity, size, screening, etc.
Interacting with the periodic table to select elements can
also allow for a better analysis of residual plots. The current
practice of examining outliers that contribute large errors could
instead be replaced by examining whole classes of materials at a
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Figure 6. (a) Error decreases as more representative data become available. (b) Residual values allow to explore whether there are patterns in the
error associated with compounds containing speciﬁc elements. (c) The actual vs predicted values for all experimental band gap values. Compounds
containing vanadium highlighted in orange. (d) Extreme example of grouping for compounds containing oxygen on the t-SNE.

think about the ﬁeld of materials science and engineering.
Within this paradigm, the training and sharing of ML-based
tools has already become popular for the purpose of predicting
materials properties. Although this is an exciting prospect, we
should be cautious that the data and modeling eﬀorts give
appropriate answers. In particular, the types of materials
included in these modeling eﬀorts are often skewed toward
speciﬁc chemistries. This can lead to a systematic error that is
otherwise not accounted for in the reported model accuracies.
The increased use of data visualization techniques will allow us
to probe these models from a domain-driven perspective.
Using both materials knowledge and data visualization
techniques, we can provide researchers with a strong intuitive
feel for how a model performs while also providing a way to
visualize and identify common problems that occur in the
modeling process.

time and seeing where their error lies compared to the average
model residual error. This can be seen in Figure 6c, where the
actual versus predicted band gap of compounds containing
vanadium is shown in orange color, while the remaining
compounds are shown in blue. This visualization allows a user
to easily observe an overprediction trend in this class of
materials. This observation is conﬁrmed when the residual
error histogram for vanadium versus all compounds is
compared in Figure 6b. Furthermore, selecting elements
from an interactive periodic table can also provide information
about clustering. The dimensionality reduction technique, tdistributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE),80 has
been used to cluster data together, but determining whether
clusters are grouped by chemistry is not straightforward.81
Users will have to test point-by-point as they seek to establish
chemical trends in the clusters.
Visualization of compounds containing speciﬁc elements
allows for easy identiﬁcation of which clusters belong to
speciﬁc chemistries and which chemistries do not cluster. An
example is shown in Figure 6d, where the t-SNE plot clearly
shows clustering, and one cluster is identiﬁed as primarily
containing oxides. Is it possible to anticipate that future ML by
materials researchers will utilize information from elemental tSNE diagrams as they select cross-validation training sets to
prevent overﬁtting due to interpolation in overly similar data
sets.81
4.2. Outlook. As researchers embrace the philosophy of
data-driven science, we expect great progress to be made in the
materials front. In particular, open-source projects revolving
around sharing of materials data could revolutionize how we

5. ACCELERATED AB INITIO MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
APPLIED TO THE SIMULATION OF
HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS
The experimental identiﬁcation of intermediates and surface
sites under reaction conditions is challenging. To this purpose,
computational approaches based on quantum-chemical calculations have become a fundamental tool to understand reaction
mechanisms and investigate active surface sites in heterogeneous catalysis.82,83 The establishment of DFT as an eﬃcient
method to solve the electronic structure problem84 combined
with the development of high-performance computing facilities
has fostered the investigation of reaction mechanisms
occurring on the solid surfaces.
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Figure 7. (a) Common approach to evaluate surface reaction mechanisms by DFT calculations: focus on locally harmonic stationary points of PESs
corresponding to mechanisms assumed beforehand. (b) AIMD/MetaD approach for reaction mechanism exploration. The history-dependent
potential (represented by the Gaussian hills on the FESs in (b)) forces the system to escape from local minima on the FES deﬁned by a set of CVs
as the simulation proceeds in time (e.g., t1 and t2 shown in (b)).

The evaluation of reaction mechanisms on surfaces based on
DFT calculations (Figure 7a) generally consists of (i) the
postulation of possible pathways, that is, sequences of bondforming and -breaking elementary steps that transform
reactants into products; (ii) the geometry optimization of
selected initial guesses, locating stationary points of the
potential energy surfaces (PESs) and calculating the
(electronic) energy of minima and transition states along
each postulated reaction pathway (at 0 K); and (iii) the
estimation of entropic contributions via partition functions,
often assuming that the stationary points of the PES are locally
harmonic.85 These procedures allow to obtain the free energy
surfaces (FESs) at the reaction temperature. These FESs are
then used to discuss the relevance of the diﬀerent possible
reaction mechanisms. In spite of the popularity of such an
approach, two severe shortcomings may be associated with it.
First, the surface of the catalyst can be highly covered by
chemisorbed species under reaction conditions (formation of
adlayers), for instance, during the industrially relevant
Fischer−Tropsch synthesis and the methanation reactions,
among other reactions.86 For these cases, the energies of
reaction intermediates and transition states can be inﬂuenced
by complex adsorbate−adsorbate interactions. Second, the
evaluation of adsorbate entropy by the harmonic oscillator
model may be oversimpliﬁed when anharmonic,87−89 translational/rotational,90−94 or conﬁgurational95 degrees of freedom
are relevant for the evaluation of the free energy of minima and
transition states. Aside from the above-mentioned standard
approaches, it is worth mentioning a recent computational
method, namely, Normal-Modes Transition Approximation,
which rephrases the search of transition paths in terms of
eigendisplacements of the dynamical matrix of the system.96
Such method allows to identify possible reaction paths from
the only knowledge of the phonon modes of the stable
geometry, showing how to control reaction barriers through a
ﬁne-tuning of the eigenfrequencies of the system.
In this section, modeling approaches to evaluate reaction
mechanisms in heterogeneous catalysis are based on molecular
dynamics (MD). This technique has recently emerged as a

promising alternative to overcome the limitations of the PESbased approaches.97,99
5.1. Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics. Ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD)100,101 is the molecular dynamics method of
choice for the study of reaction mechanisms in catalysis. The
electronic structure is explicitly included (e.g., at DFT level),
allowing the description of bond-breaking and -forming events.
During MD simulations, starting from a given initial structure,
nuclei positions and velocities are evolved in time subjected to
determined thermodynamic boundary conditions. The collection of visited states at ﬁnite temperatures (trajectory) can
then be used for the calculation of free energy diﬀerences.
Compared to the common evaluation of discrete points of
PESs, the free energies obtained from MD simulations include
additional contributions that are fundamental to overcome the
limitations of modeling surface reactions on adlayers. The
calculation is performed on a large number of conﬁgurations
explored during the simulation at ﬁnite temperatureand not
only on selected geometry-optimized structures at 0 Kwhich
increases the chances of capturing relevant adsorbate−
adsorbate interactions that aﬀect the energetics of surface
reaction mechanisms. Furthermore, the free energy is not
calculated using a posteriori correction to the PES, but it is
instead obtained on-the-ﬂy during the simulation. This means
that the partition functions simultaneously include translational, rotational, and (anharmonic) vibrational degrees of
freedom. Despite such beneﬁts, the evaluation of free energy
diﬀerences by AIMD is computationally demanding. In
particular, surface reactions involving energy barriers much
higher than thermal energy require relatively long trajectories
resulting in prohibitive calculations. This problem can be
avoided by coupling the AIMD with the Metadynamics
(MetaD) technique.99,102−106
5.2. Metadynamics. MetaD consists of the exploration of
the phase space using a reduced conﬁgurational space deﬁned
by a set of selected reaction coordinates, called collective
variables (CVs). At regular time intervals during the AIMD
simulation, a history-dependent potential (e.g., Gaussian
functions) is applied forcing the system to escape from
(local) already explored minima on the reduced phase space
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Figure 8. (a) CO activation at Fischer−Tropsch reaction conditions (200 °C) modeled by AIMD/MetaD simulations: Ru ﬂat and stepped model
surfaces (containing step-edge sites shown in the inset) covered with CO/H adlayers and (b) FESs for observed mechanisms: HCO vs COH
intermediates on the ﬂat and stepped surfaces, respectively (shown in the insets). (c) CO activation at methanation reaction conditions (400 °C)
modeled by AIMD/MetaD simulations: FES for mechanism identiﬁed on the stepped Ru surface involving multiple hydrogen transfers and water
elimination (reaction intermediates shown in the insets). Ru, C, O, and H atoms are shown in blue, gray, red, and white, respectively. The Ru
atoms of the top layer in the Ru stepped surface are shown in lighter blue. The simulation cell is shown in black (a 2 × 2 supercell is represented).
(a, b) Adapted from ref 97; (c) adapted from ref 99.

(Figure 7b). For suﬃciently large simulation times, the applied
MetaD potential approximates the FES, and the metatrajectory follows the minimum free energy pathway. The
use of MetaD therefore replaces the need to postulate,
beforehand, the detailed sequence of elementary steps. The
combination of AIMD with MetaD has been used to unravel
the mechanisms of catalytic processes on molecular systems107
as well as on oxide-supported clusters and metal surfaces.97,108−110
5.3. A Case Study: The Fischer−Tropsch Synthesis.
The Fischer−Tropsch synthesis (see eq 8) with n > 1, which
converts syngas (CO/H2 mixture) to hydrocarbons, is an
example of complex reaction taking place at high adsorbate
coverage, whose mechanistic understanding has beneﬁted from
the use of AIMD (in this case Born−Oppenheimer MD100,101)
coupled with MetaD simulations at 200 °C.97,98 By using
ruthenium ﬂat and stepped surface models covered with
coadsorbed CO and H species (Figure 8a), the eﬀect of adlayer
on the favored reaction mechanisms and the active sites for
CO activation, the highly debated key step of the reaction, was
addressed.

nCO + (2n + 1)H 2 ⇆ CnH(2n + 2) + nH 2O
° = −167 kJ/mol
ΔH298

(8)

AIMD/MetaD simulations were performed by using a set of
three CVs, namely, C−O distance, C−H coordination number,
and O−H coordination number. The simulations allowed to
capture, simultaneously, several mechanisms involving zero or
several hydrogen transfer steps to both C and O ends of the
adsorbed CO molecule, in any order, before the actual
elementary step of C−O cleavage. It was found that the CO
activation mechanism via the formyl intermediate (HCO) is
the most likely one on the ﬂat surfaces (Figure 8b), in line with
previous proposals.111 Conversely, in the case of the stepped
surface, hydrogen-assisted routes via the COH intermediate
are the most favored ones (Figure 8b).112 This is because
adsorbed H preferentially bound to step-edges can be easily
transferred to carbon monoxide O end at high coverages. The
comparison of the reaction intermediates stability calculated by
the evaluation of discrete points of the PES and the AIMD/
MetaD approach reveals that the dynamic eﬀects are hardly
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Figure 9. (a) Top-down and bottom-up catalyst development/length and time scales. (b) Sabatier principle, which states that there is an optimum
“bond strength” deﬁning the best catalyst for a given reaction (partially based on refs 120 and 147).

alternative to overcome such limitation, which could enable
the systematic analysis of reaction networks in heterogeneous
catalysis by AIMD simulations.

captured by the static approach, due to complex adsorbate−
adsorbate interactions.
The methanation reaction on ruthenium (eq 8, with n = 1)
was also studied, using the same models and methodology at a
higher temperature (400 °C).99 The simulations revealed that,
in the presence of step-edges, an unusual low-energy
mechanism, involving four hydrogen transfer steps and the
simultaneous C−O cleavage with the formation of CH2 species
and H2O, is available on the stepped surface (Figure 8c). This
mechanism is entropy-driven, since the C−O bond activation
step involves the formation of a water molecule, which readily
desorbs from the surface. These results reveal how valuable can
be the AIMD/MetaD approach in capturing entropy-driven
mechanisms at higher temperatures. Despite the use of MetaD
to accelerate the AIMD simulation, the computational eﬀort
needed for such simulations, which need the evaluation of the
electronic structure at each time step of the MD run, is still
high, and some of the limitations of the approach are
associated with it. If on one hand the MetaD potential allows
crossing of energy barriers, on the other hand the simulation
time scale (in the order of ps) is not long enough to allow
equilibrating of gas-phase species with the surface. This means
that the coverage is ﬁxed during the simulations and needs to
be carefully determined beforehand via, for instance, ab initio
thermodynamics.113 The accuracy of FESs calculated by
MetaD103,114 depends on the shape of the biasing potential
(Gaussian hill height and width) as well as on the frequency at
which it is applied; there is thus a compromise between the
accuracy and the length of the simulated time. Larger hill width
and height applied more frequently, for instance, will enable
quicker exploration of the free energy landscape but will also
smear out the details of the FESs and increase the error of the
simulation. Another limitation of the MetaD technique is
related to the choice of CVs, since mechanisms that are not
described by the chosen set cannot be accessed.
5.4. Outlook. The application of the AIMD/MetaD
techniques to catalytic processes, occurring on the materials
surface, shows its potential to unravel favorable reaction
mechanisms in heterogeneous catalysis. Such techniques result
to be particularly useful in the case of reactions that occur at
high coverages, where adsorbate−adsorbate interactions
modulate the preferred pathways. Nevertheless, the high cost
of the simulations is still a drawback. The recent development
of accurate and less resource-consuming representation of the
PES by statistical methods115 represents a promising

6. PREDICTIVE DESCRIPTION OF CATALYTIC
SYSTEMS USING MICROKINETIC MODELING
Ab initio-derived free energy landscapes embedded within
kinetic and Monte Carlo models116−130 are a recent evolution
necessary to bridge the gaps between theory and experiment in
catalytic systems modeling (Figure 9a). This gap can either be
bridged in a top-down fashion, using parameter ﬁtting and
regression analysis, or in a bottom-up fashion, using ab initio
data.120,131
Within the bottom-up approach, temperature and pressure
gaps can be suﬃciently bridged by the embedding of a
computational reaction network (computational reaction
kinetics) within kinetic model and/or Monte Carlo models.
However, it remains challenging to make a realistic atomistic
model, which should be representative enough for the studied
catalyst.
Recently, ab initio-based kinetic and Monte Carlo models
have demonstrated their usefulness to get insights into reaction
mechanisms onto various catalyst models, such as metal
nanoparticles,132 periodic metal surfaces,124,125,129 as well as
oxides,126,127 and even metal-oxide interfaces.123,128,130 The
computational catalyst development has frequently used
simpliﬁed reaction networks by exploitation of scaling
relations. These have been known in various subﬁelds of
chemistry for several decades as Brønsted relations, Evans−
Polanyi relations,133,134 and Hammett equations.135 The
computational prediction of qualitative structure−activity
relationships or QSARs facilitates the development of more
active new catalysts. Within the last two decades, Nørskøv and
co-workers have focused on the application of DFT on metal
surfaces to identify computational activity descriptors.136−140
Plotting the logarithm of the turnover frequency in function of
one or more descriptors allows the construction of one- or
multidimensional “volcano-plots” (Figure 9b). A famous
example of a descriptor is the N2 dissociation energy (ENN) in case of the NH3 synthesis.138,139 Besides numerous
examples of energy descriptors, for example,138,139,141,142 there
are other frequently used descriptors, such as the d-band
center.136,143,144 The d-band center can, for example, be
employed to rank metals for their CO dissociation
potential.145,146 By constructing scaling relations and embed14949
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Figure 10. (a) Thermodynamic phase diagram showing the preferred phase [lowest diﬀerence in surface energy with respect to Pt3Sn(111)] as a
function of diﬀerences in chemical potential (Δμi) for CO and O2. The solid black line indicates segregation from a Pt3Sn(111) surface to Pt/
Pt3Sn(111) and bulk SnO2. Structural models for the phases I−VII are shown. (b) The dotted line shows the conditions, when the formation of the
rod model becomes thermodynamically preferred. The surface cells are indicated by white rectangles. Atomic color codes: C in black, O in red, Sn
in green, and Pt in blue (based on ref 123).

Figure 11. (a) Considered reactions for the SnOX/metal interface model or SnOX/Pt(111)/Pt3Sn model within the mean-ﬁeld microkinetic model.
The energy diﬀerences between SnOX-states with the same number of oxygen atoms are given in electronvolts (displayed green). (b) Comparison
of the TOF for Pt(111), Pt(111)/Pt3Sn, and SnOX/Pt(111)/Pt3Sn (inset). Diﬀerent contributions to the total TOF for SnOX/Pt(111)/Pt3Sn. The
partial pressures for CO and O2 are 11.0 and 21.4 mbar, respectively (On the basis of ref 123).

reliably. It is thus clear that existing microkinetic models can
be improved by the addition of more complexities.
6.1. Embedding Complexities within the Microkinetic
Modeling on Interface Catalysts: The Case Study of CO
Oxidation on PtSn. Sometimes it happens that the classical
reaction route can be circumvented by another reaction route,
for example, a route taking place at a catalytic interface. Then,
the computational description of interfaces becomes important, since the presence of interfaces creates new reaction
mechanisms.
In recent years, a variety of atomistic models and/or
computational reaction pathways have been presented
describing reactions onto catalytic interfaces, for example, for
CO2 conversions128,130,150−154 and CO oxidation.123,155−162
While the reaction networks are studied in detail on these
interface catalysts, they are frequently not included within
microkinetic models, and even for developed existing ab initio
kinetic models123,128,130 there is still room to implement more
complexities.

ding these within ab initio Micro-Kinetic Models (MKM), it is
possible to map the catalytic activity onto a 1D or twodimensional (2D) descriptor space and obtain activity and
selectivity maps.140 The resulting activity maps can be viewed
as a quantitative implementation of the classical Sabatier
principle.147 This screening approach is applied frequently to
metal surfaces,147,148 and it allows the selection of optimal
metal alloys.
The computational screening approaches that exploit scaling
relations between activation energies and reaction energies are
also dependent on (i) the reaction mechanism and (ii) the
atomistic model.136−139,149 Furthermore, the simpliﬁed scaling
approach still lacks complexity and is unable to describe
possible catalytic interface eﬀects and support eﬀects, conﬁnement eﬀects, etc. In most cases adsorbate−adsorbate
interactions on metallic systems and adsorbate pairing eﬀects
on oxides are also neglected when scaling relations are
constructed. This explains why most state-of-the-art kinetic
models cannot predict catalyst activities and selectivities
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be investigated before a correct activity picture can be
constructed.
Catalyst changes during a catalytic run remain hard to
describe. No models can yet describe the adsorbate
restructuring of metal nanoparticles upon adsorption. Nevertheless, kinetic Monte Carlo methods have been successfully
implemented to describe the aggregation of diﬀerent catalyst
particles as a function of temperature.168 However, it remains a
major challenge for the future to describe the restructuring
based on adsorbates. For CO oxidation on metal nanoparticles,
this restructuring during reaction could include a coordination
number and coverage-dependent scaling of adsorption energies
and barriers, as successfully implemented for nanoparticles of
diﬀerent shapes.132 Summarizing, bridging the pressure and
temperature gaps becomes feasible via using ab initio
microkinetic models or Monte Carlo models, and implementing catalyst dynamics to bridge the materials gaps remains a
major challenge for the future.

For CO oxidation on PtSn nanoparticles, the low-temperature CO oxidation activity arises from the presence of a
SnOX/Pt interface.123 The idea that SnOX/Pt interfaces were
responsible for the catalytic activity was postulated initially by
the renowned Somorjai group in 2014.163 The likelihood to
form such SnO2/Pt interfaces can be studied via ab initio
thermodynamics, by ranking diﬀerent studied phases according
to their most stable surface energy in function of the chemical
potential (Δμi) for CO and O2 (Figure 10).
As chemical potentials are functions of temperature and
pressure, it is possible to plot the corresponding pressure axis
for each temperature, for example, at 400 K (Figure 10a). At
regular operating conditions for CO oxidation, that is, pO2 and
pCO > 0.01 bar, the segregated system of a Pt-skin and SnO2bulk is thermodynamically more feasible compared to the bare
alloy phase. However, a more likely situation is presented in
Figure 10, where a bulklike SnO2 rod is formed that is 0.72 eV/
SnO2 higher in energy compared to bulk SnO2,123 the dotted
line in Figure 10. Diﬀerent sites can be present at a SnO2/Ptskin interface. Therefore, a representative number of interface
sites should be evaluated and included within kinetic and
Monte Carlo models.
For the SnO2 rod (Figure 10b), a reaction scheme can be
constructed based on the three diﬀerent possibilities into
which oxygen can react with CO (A, B, and C in Figure 11a).
This results in a network containing eight diﬀerent states of the
rod (*Si, where i is the state, Figure 11a), which can be
embedded as a microkinetic model with 23 elementary
reactions, accounting for regeneration steps as well as transfer
steps between states of the rod with the same number of
oxygen atoms.123
This microkinetic model for CO oxidation at the chosen
SnO2/Pt interface can then be compared with a model for CO
oxidation on Pt(111) (Figure 11b). The cocatalytic role of a
SnO2 rim is clearly manifested in an enhanced activity at low
temperatures. Furthermore, the interface is even found to
solely contribute to the CO oxidation rate below 600 K. To
make this kinetical model for CO oxidation work, several
complexities need to be included: coverage-dependent
adsorption energies and CO oxidation barriers. Moreover, for
a mean-ﬁeld microkinetic model, also a realistic determination
of a representative site distribution is required (SnO2: 12.6%,
interface: 15.7%, metal: 71.7%) as well as diﬀusion possibilities
for CO from metal to near (SnOX/Pt interface)-sites.
6.2. Outlook. Within computational catalysis, there is a
trend to validate whether the catalytic model systems are
representative at operating conditions based on ab initio
thermodynamics. The reaction network is closely related to the
type of active sites, and the coupling of various routes within
microkinetic models allows to distinguish which routes are
more feasible based on rate control analysis, which is a
promising technique to evaluate microkinetic and Monte Carlo
methods.164−167 The technique allows to extract the ratecontrolling reaction mechanisms, that is, those that contribute
most to the turnover frequency.123,130
The computational determination of the apparent activation
barrier and reaction orders for a given reaction condition
remains necessary to achieve a good comparison with the
experimentally measured activation barriers and reaction
orders.126 Nevertheless, the type of active sites can vary a
lot, especially within model systems describing interfaces,
which means that a representative distribution of sites needs to

7. ATOMIC DESIGN PRINCIPLE FOR SAFER BATTERY
MATERIALS
One of the main concerns with respect to high-energy batteries
is safety. Li-ion batteries exhibit so-called dendrite growth169
that can lead to short-circuits and to subsequent battery
ﬁres.170,171 The process of dendrite growth is rather
complex,171 and the reasons for its occurrence are not fully
understood yet. Interestingly, while Na-ion batteries also show
dendrite growth,172 Mg-ion batteries do not.173 Unfortunately,
existing models for dendrite growth are typically not elementspeciﬁc and, therefore, are not able to explain why Li and Na
exhibit dendrite growth but Mg does not.
7.1. The Dendrite Growth Problem. Growth processes
require mass transport, and recently it was suggested that there
might be a correlation between the height of diﬀusion barriers
of Li, Na, and Mg and their tendency toward dendrite
growth.174 Indeed, DFT electronic structure calculations found
that Mg has a diﬀusion barrier on its most stable surface
termination that is 1 order of magnitude smaller than the
corresponding diﬀusion barriers of Li and Na.174 On the basis
of these results, it was argued that low diﬀusion barriers lead to
a high mobility of the deposited metal atoms so that they can
easily attach to existing step edges and lead to the growth of
smooth surfaces. In contrast, high diﬀusion barriers lead to
immobile surface atoms, which are the origin of rough surfaces.
Concerning the growth environment of dendrites, it was
found in Li deposition experiments that the formation of
needles occurs both in an electrochemical environment as well
as under vacuum conditions.175 This indicates that the growth
of Li dendrites is an inherent property of lithium itself.
Moreover, it is important to note that, for the growth of
smooth surfaces also the diﬀusion barrier across step edges, the
so-called Ehrlich-Schwöbel barrier,176,177 is critical. When
metal atoms are deposited on top of an existing island, twodimensional growth will only result if the atoms are easily able
to propagate to the lower terrace. Now, the transfer from the
upper to the lower terrace across the step is typically hindered
by rather large barriers, as the diﬀusing atom has to propagate
through an energetically very unfavorable low-coordinated
conﬁguration. This is illustrated in the upper right panel of
Figure 12, which indicates that the diﬀusion process across the
step in the so-called hopping mode is hindered by a large
barrier.
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Figure 12. Illustration of the relation between diﬀusion barriers across step edges and the tendency toward dendrite growth in batteries. The two
upper panels depict diﬀusion paths from the upper to the lower terrace, whereas the two lower panels illustrate the consequences of the diﬀusion
barriers on the growth mode of the deposited metal atoms. (right panels) If diﬀusion from the upper to the lower terrace occurs in the hopping
mode, large barriers result. Thus, the deposited metal atoms tend to stay on upper terraces and islands, leading to rough surfaces and eventually
dendrite growth. (left panels) Diﬀusion across the step in the exchange mode is usually associated with small barriers. Thus, deposited metal atoms
can easily move to the lower terraces leading to the growth of smooth ﬂat surfaces thus prohibiting dendrite growth.

lead to the growth of smooth surfaces, as illustrated in the left
panels of Figure 12.
Diﬀusion on aluminum and zinc, whose most favorable
surface terminations like Mg correspond to densely packed
hexagonal structures, is also only hindered by rather small
barriers. However, it is well-known that the growth of
dendrites in Zn-based batteries is a serious issue.183 Thus, on
the one hand, it seems that there is an inconsistency between
Al and Mg on the one side and Zn on the other side, as far as
the correlation between the height of the diﬀusion barriers and
the tendency toward dendrite growth is concerned. On the
other hand, it has been shown that, in fact, the conversion of
Zn to ZnO during battery discharge is critical for the
occurrence of dendrites in Zn-air batteries.180,181 Typical Zn
anodes are made of loosely connected Zn powder and polymer
binder. Upon discharge, resistive ZnO forms between the
particles interrupting the interparticle conductivity, which has
been proposed to lead to dendrite formation.180 Zn dendrite
growth can in fact been suppressed, if the Zn anode is kept
metallic by using a spongelike Zn anode with interconnected
continuous Zn domains.180,181 This indicates that dendrite
growth is caused by the formation of ZnO needles, that is, by
the loss of metallic properties. Consequently, it does not
correspond to an inherent property of Zn, as also suggested by
the calculations presented above. Thus, from the theoretical
considerations together with the experimental observations, a
design principle for dendrite-free metal anodes can be derived,
as illustrated in Figure 12. It will help to select a metal with low
self-diﬀusion barriers, thus preventing the dendrite growth, and
to maintain the metallic properties during charging and
discharging.178

In a recent DFT study, diﬀusion barriers of Li, Na, and Mg
across steps, as illustrated in the upper panels of Figure 12,
were considered.178 Furthermore, the study was extended to
the diﬀusion of zinc and aluminum, which correspond to
promising beyond-Li battery systems.179−181 On the one hand,
these calculations conﬁrmed the previous ﬁndings, showing
that the Li and Na body-centered cubic (bcc) metals also
exhibit relatively large barriers for diﬀusion across steps. On
the other hand, on the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metal
Mg, propagation across steps is facilitated through the
exchange mechanism,182 which is illustrated in the upper left
panel of Figure 12. Instead of hopping from the upper terrace
to the lower terrace across the step through a low-coordinated
conﬁguration, as shown in the upper right panel of Figure 12,
the adatom from the upper terrace pushes a step atom away
from the step onto the lower terrace thereby replacing it.
Although in this mechanism two atoms have to move, they
maintain a high coordination number along the minimum
energy path making it energetically favorable. The lower panels
of Figure 12 illustrate the consequences of these two diﬀerent
mechanisms. On the one hand, if the barriers to propagate
from an upper terrace to a lower terrace are large, then atoms
deposited on upper terraces or islands will remain there, which
will lead to rough surfaces. These could then act as nuclei for
the dendrite growth, which can cause short-circuits in the
batteries and thus battery ﬁres, as indicated in the right panels
of Figure 12. If, on the other hand, the diﬀusion barrier to
propagate to the lower terrace are rather small, then atoms
deposited on the upper terraces will easily leave these upper
terraces, attach to the step edges at the lower terrace, and thus
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Figure 13. (a) Structure of a general Pt(II)-“pincer” complex, where the symbol X may represent N^C^N, N^N^C, or C^N^C depending on the
chosen ligand skeleton. (b) Vertical stacking through supramolecular assembly or in the solid state leads to overlap of the Pt dz2 orbitals, producing
a new metal−metal dσ* orbital higher in energy than the pincer-based π orbitals.

7.2. Outlook. Note that, in the study described above,178
no full theory of dendrite growth was presented. Rather a
correlation has been found between a property of the
considered material, the height of self-diﬀusion barriers, and
an observable related to this material, namely, its tendency
toward dendrite growth. Hence the height of the diﬀusion
barriers can be used as a descriptor for possible dendrite
growth. The concept of descriptors has been discussed in detail
in Section 3 of this work. There it was shown how descriptors
can be learned from gathered data of materials in a machine
learning approach. Here the descriptor has been rather
proposed based on physical reasoning. Independent of how
the descriptor has been identiﬁed, it represents a very powerful
tool for improving materials properties. A very ﬁrst selection of
promising materials does not need to be based on a full study
of its desired properties but rather on whether the materials
value of the descriptor for the desired property falls in the
desired range. Furthermore, it also provides a design principle
for materials with the desired properties. In the case of
dendrite growth in batteries considered here, the results
presented above suggest that diﬀusion of metal atoms
deposited on the electrode should be kept facile.
Still it should be kept in mind that here no simulations of
dendrite growth have been reported. Note that also for Mg the
formation of dendrites during electrodeposition has been
observed,184 although it is typically assumed that Mg does not
exhibit dendrite growth.173 Hence further theoretical studies
are required to clarify the connection between self-diﬀusion
properties and the tendency toward dendrite growth,185 taking
the electrochemical environment at the interface between
electrode and electrolyte more realistically into account.186

led to an explosion in theoretical screening studies on
inorganic solids.190 The generally larger and lower-symmetry
crystal structures formed by molecular solids pose a bigger
challenge, but capabilities are rising to meet demand. As we
will see, modeling studies play an increasingly valuable role in
understanding the link between the molecular species, solidstate structure, and physical properties of functional molecular
solids, and they are particularly powerful when combined with
state-of-the-art experimental techniques.
Two example classes of responsive molecular solids are
reviewed here, with a particular focus on highlighting the
interplay between experiment and theory that has led to a
fundamental understanding of their behavior and properties.
8.1. Vapochromism in Pt-“Pincer” Complexes. Cyclometalated square-planar Pt(II) complexes based around
tridentate “pincer” ligands (Figure 13a) are widely studied
for their tunable luminescence191−193 and have applications as
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) emitters and biological
imaging agents.187−194
Stacking of the planar molecules through supramolecular
assembly in solution or in the solid state causes the occupied
Pt dz2 orbitals to interact, producing a frontier molecular orbital
(MO) above the π MOs on the aromatic ligand (Figure
13b).189 This results in strong metal−metal ligand chargetransfer (MMLCT) optical absorptions that in the solid state
are highly sensitive to the crystal packing.195 The stacking also
produces channels allowing small molecules to diﬀuse into the
crystal and interact with functional groups, either on the pincer
scaﬀold or the ancillary ligand at the fourth Pt coordination
site,196−198 which modulates the energies of the frontier
orbitals, widens or narrows the energy gap, and shifts the onset
of absorption.196
There are several examples in the literature of pincer
complexes exhibiting vapochromic responses to small-molecule
analytes. [PtCl{C6H2(CH2NMe2)2-2,6-OH-4}] undergoes a
reversible solid-state reaction with SO2 gas on the time scale of
minutes, which is accompanied by a change from colorless to
orange.199 [Pt(Me2bzimpy)Cl]Cl·2H2O (Me2bzimpy = 2,6bis(1-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)pyridine) changes from yellow
to red on exposure to methanol, chloroform, ethanol, and
acetonitrile, while the corresponding PF6− salt shows a
selective color change from yellow to violet when exposed to
acetonitrile.195 A similar response is also shown by the
dimethylformamide (DMF) solvate [Pt(Me2bzimpy)Cl](PF6)·
DMF.200
Recently, a new vapochromic system was identiﬁed based on
the 1,3-di(2-pyridyl)benzene (N^C^N) pincer skeleton with R
= C(O)OMe and L = CN−.196 Quantum-chemical calculations
were used to screen potential ancillary ligands, from which the

8. RESPONSIVE MOLECULAR SOLIDS
Molecular solids are an attractive prospect for low-to-medium
temperature device applications,187−189 because molecular
design can access virtually limitless chemical diversity and
can tap into the large body of knowledge on synthetic routes,
structure−property relationships, supramolecular assembly and
crystal engineering to match the properties to the application.
Many molecular materials are amenable to solution processing,
providing ﬂexibility for incorporating them into device
structures, and can meet increasingly important practical
concerns such as being nontoxic and prepared by environmentally friendly chemical processes from earth-abundant
elements and sustainable chemical feedstocks.
Quantum-chemical modeling has long been instrumental to
understanding structure−property relationships in molecules,
and advances in techniques for modeling periodic systems and
the capabilities of high-performance computing (HPC) have
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can also be eﬀected photochemically by irradiating at an
appropriate wavelength.203

cyanide complex (Figure 14a) was selected based on (1) a
high-energy Pt dz2 orbital, placing the solid-state MMLCT
band within the visible spectrum (Figure 13b), and (2) the
high polarity and potential to form strong hydrogen bonds to
guest molecules in the crystal structure. Microcrystalline thin
ﬁlms coated on glass or impregnated ﬂexible polymer ﬁlms
showed selective subsecond responses to dry gases, water, and
methanol, changing between a yellow empty structure, a red
hydrate, and a blue methanolic form (Figure 14b).

Figure 15. Examples of linkage-isomer complexes: (a) NO2 binding
modes in [Co(NH3)5(NO2)]2+; (b) NO binding modes in [Fe(CN)5(NO)]2− (nitroprusside); and (c) SO2 binding modes in
[Ru(NH3)4(H2O)(SO2)]2+.

Figure 14. (a) Molecular structure of the Pt complex reported in ref
196, taken from the X-ray structure without guest molecules (CCDC:
GEJTOH). (b) Image of a microcrystalline thin ﬁlm of the compound
showing the desolvated (“bare”) yellow form and the vapochromic
responses to H2O (red) and MeOH (blue).

Photoswitchable materials are of interest for a number of
applications. The photoexcitation in [Nd(dmf)4(H2O)3(μCN)Fe(CN)5]·H2O is accompanied by a change in magnetic
susceptibility, raising the possibility of optically switched and
magnetically read molecular data storage.204 Photochromic
materials have also been investigated for data storage and have
a wide range of other potential uses including as optical
switches and photocontrolled catalysts.205 More recently, a
linkage-isomer system was identiﬁed where the photoactivated
isomerization induces rotation of a neighboring benzene ring,
thus acting as a transducer between solar energy and
mechanical motion.206
In the solid state, linkage isomerism results in the movement
of whole atoms and typically proceeds without loss of
crystallinity, allowing the process to be followed with singlecrystal X-ray diﬀraction. Pioneering “photocrystallography”
experiments conducted by Coppens et al.,207 in which single
crystals were irradiated in situ on the diﬀractometer and the
fractional occupations of the ground and metastable isomer(s)
reﬁned from the data, conclusively identiﬁed three NO binding
modes in sodium nitroprusside Na2[Fe(CN)5(NO)]·2H2O
(SNP; Figure 15b), and the technique has remained of huge
importance to the ﬁeld since then.208
Following the seminal work on SNP, several families of
organometallic linkage isomers have been identiﬁed and
characterized, including systems based on nitrite
(NO2−),209−211 sulfur dioxide (SO2; Figure 15c),206,212,213
and (di)nitrogen (N2) ligands.214 Key material parameters are
the speed and extent of the photoconversion and the thermal
stability of the metastable state. Earlier studies focused on
maximizing photoconversion, and in 2009 Warren et al.
demonstrated 100% conversion in [Ni(dppe)(NO2)Cl)]
(dppe = 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane) by using the
bulky dppe ligand to engineer a large “reaction cavity” to
facilitate the isomerization.215 More recently, attention has
turned to increasing the so-called metastable limitthe
temperature above which spontaneous decay of the metastable

With synchrotron radiation, high-quality single-crystal X-ray
structures of the dry (yellow) form and the hydrate and
methanol solvate (red/blue) were obtained, allowing the
electronic structures to be modeled. The calculations
conﬁrmed the conceptual picture in Figure 13, with the
highest-occupied crystal orbitals (HOCOs) being degenerate
chains of antiphase Pt dz2 MOs and the lowest-unoccupied
crystal orbitals (LUCOs) being pincer-based π MOs
supporting strong MMLCT absorptions. By comparing the
empty and solvated crystal structures, it was shown that the
diﬀerent patterns of H-bonding between the solvents and
ancillary CN ligand changed the Pt−Pt distances and the oﬀset
between the Pt centers, modulating the degree of orbital
overlap and the resulting HOCO energy. The calculations also
revealed secondary interactions between LUCOs which led to
a further cooperative reduction in the gap and red-shifted
absorption with increasing overlap.
This study highlights the role of modeling both at the
molecular-design phase and in understanding the links
between solid-state structure and properties, and it also
illustrates the strong synergy between experiment and theory.
8.2. Photoactivated Linkage Isomerization. Linkage
isomers are coordination complexes where one or more ligands
display several distinct binding modes to the metal centers.
Reports of linkage isomerism date at least as far back as the
1900s, when the color diﬀerence between the yellow and red
forms of the Co complex [Co(NH3)5(NO2)]Cl2 was explained
by the nitrite (NO2−) ligand coordinating to the metal through
either N or O (Figure 15a). 18O-Labeling experiments showed
that the ONO-coordinated isomer was a kinetic product and
converted to the more stable NO2 isomer via an intramolecular
rearrangement.201 By using spectroscopic techniques, it was
also shown that the isomerization occurs both in solution and
in the solid state.202 The isomerization between both forms
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independent. By combining the JMAK and Arrhenius
equations and assuming a 100% initial population of the
metastable isomer (i.e., α0MS = 1), an analytical expression for
the half-life of the decay can be derived as219
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state can be observedtoward room temperature, with a view
to eventual device applications, and a limit of 240 K was
recently achieved with [Pd(Bu4dien)(NO2)]BPh4 (Bu4dien =
N,N,N′,N′-tetrabutyldiethylenetriamine, BPh4 = tetraphenylborate).216
Computational modeling is regularly employed alongside
experimental measurements on linkage isomers to study the
energetics of the isomerization and to identify possible
conversion pathways and the associated activation energies.217,218 A recent study on the [Ni(Et4dien)(η2-O,ON)(η1NO2)] linkage-isomer complex used time-dependent densityfunctional theory (TD-DFT) to examine the photochemical
conversion between the ground-state NO2 and metastablestate ONO binding modes.217 Redistribution of electron
density, due to low-lying metal-to-ligand charge-transfer
(MLCT) absorption bands, was found to populate antibonding
states and reduce the activation barrier to isomerization.
However, as this particular system also shows thermal
isomerization, which was studied using molecular-dynamics
simulations,217 it is also possible that strong vibronic coupling
could promote isomerization by leaving the system in a
vibrational “hot” ground state after de-excitation.
Another area where modeling plays an important role is in
studying the isomerization kinetics. Improvements in X-ray
sources and detector technology, particularly at synchrotron
facilities, have made it feasible to probe the kinetics of the
forward (excitation) and reverse (decay) isomerization
processes with time-resolved X-ray diﬀraction experiments.208,219 At low temperatures, the metastable isomer is
suﬃciently long-lived that the sample can be cooled,
photoexcited, and warmed, and the decay can be monitored
by collecting sequential single-crystal data sets. A similar
procedure can be followed for the ground → metastable
excitation by interspersing light pulses with data collections at
temperatures below the metastable limit. At higher temperatures, the balance of excitation and decay leads to a
temperature-dependent steady-state population of the metastable isomer, which can be probed by collecting structures
while the sample is under continuous illumination. One could
also envisage using synchrotron radiation and fast detectors to
perform pump−probe X-ray diﬀraction experiments, although
such experiments have so far been conﬁned to measurements
of carefully chosen Bragg reﬂections rather than complete data
sets.220
It is typically found that the population of the metastable
state αMS(t) during excitation and decay follows JohnsonMehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) kinetics:
∞
0
∞ −kt
αMS = αMS
+ (αMS
− αMS
)e

Taking the [Pd(Bu4dien)NO2]BPh4 linkage isomer studied
in ref 219 as an example, the measured activation energy of 60
kJ mol−1 corresponds to half-lives from 105 s (>24 h) to 1 s
over a temperature range from 200 to 300 K. The predictable
variation of the metastable-state lifetime with temperature
makes these systems very well-suited to the fundamental
development of time-resolved spectroscopic methods that
could then be adapted to other photoactive systems of interest
such as photocatalysts.
8.3. Outlook. In this section, two classes of responsive
materials have been discussed. Pt-pincer complexes show solidstate vapochromic responses to small-molecule analytes, and
the solvent selectivity and color change can be controlled
directly through the chemistry of the molecule and indirectly
through the crystal packing in the solid state. Photoactivated
linkage isomerism is a canonical example of a single-crystal-tosingle-crystal phase transition, and the ability to study the
isomerization using single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction and to
control the lifetime of the metastable state with temperature
provides the scope to develop novel time-resolved techniques
for studying photochemical reactions in molecular solids.
Both examples demonstrate the utility of modeling at all
stages of the material “lifecycle”, from selecting an initial
synthetic target to providing complementary insight into
spectroscopic measurements and suggesting material modiﬁcations to optimize physical properties toward the intended
application. Atomistic simulations using, for example,
electronic-structure methods such as DFT are particularly
powerful and are becoming increasingly commonplace, but
more “phenomenological” modeling, such as using empirical
rate laws ﬁtted to experimental data to predict kinetics, remains
an important complementary technique. As ﬁrst-principles
modeling and advanced spectroscopic techniques continue to
become more widely available, tighter integration between
theory and experiment will be a key factor in establishing new
insights that will ultimately yield novel functional molecular
materials with tunable properties to meet contemporary
challenges.

9. MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS
The ﬁrst electricity-generating nuclear power plant, with an
experimental breeder reactor, began operation in 1951 in the
United States; since then, a lot of eﬀort has been spent toward
improved eﬃciency and safety.221−224 Most common challenges are the eﬀects of radiation and temperature on the
structural materials, which are key elements for containment of
nuclear fuel and the ﬁssion products. During ﬁssion, α particles
are emitted becoming helium particles by capturing electrons
from the surrounding structural materials. Initially He radiation
damage appears in the form of local defects; however, these
defects quickly agglomerate and interact with the underlying
structure causing undesired eﬀects such as blistering.225−227
Helium atoms can rapidly diﬀuse through interstitial sites even
below the room temperature.228 Usually, they form bubbles,
which cause embrittlement within the material, resulting in

n

(9)

where α0MS and α∞
MS are the initial and ﬁnal metastable state
populations, respectively, k is the rate constant, and n is the
Avrami exponent, which is usually close to integer and related
to the dimensionality of the growth of the incipient phase by D
= 1 − n (i.e., n = 4 implies three-dimensional (3D) growth, and
n = 1 implies homogeneous conversion throughout the bulk
with no cooperativity). It is further found that the decay rate is
strongly temperature-dependent and follows an Arrhenius law
with an activation energy EA, that is
k(T ) = Ae−EA / RT

(10)

where R is the gas constant, and the prefactor A relates to the
attempt frequency and is assumed to be temperature14955
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degradation of its mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties. Several classes of structural materials have been
proposed229 to guarantee the successful operation, maintenance, and long life span of the reactor; nonetheless, defectinduced blistering and helium embrittlement are still issues to
be handled.
9.1. Nanoscale Metallic Multilayer Composites. It has
been known for decades that surfaces, grain boundaries, and
interphase boundaries act as sinks for radiation-induced point
defects and traps for He.230 However, the detailed mechanisms
at the level of the atomic structure of an interface, which
enable a nanocomposite to be stable under high irradiation ﬂux
or high concentration of He, are only just started to be clariﬁed
through studies of model systems, where ion irradiation is
integrated with atomistic modeling.231 The emergence of new
concepts using nanoscience in the design of bulk structural
materials shows promise to provide the breakthroughs needed
for future nuclear energy systems. In particular, the design and
control of interfaces and complex defect structures could lead
to self-healing materials with extremely low sensitivity to
radiation damage. Such a concept has the potential to make
radiation damage a much less critical factor in technical design
and opens new horizons for nuclear energy sector.
Nanoscale metallic multilayer composites (NMMC), which
contain many interfaces between diﬀerent types of metals,
represent a step-change in the design of nuclear materials, with
the potential to overcome limitations of existing technologies.
Recently, a promising heterophase interface design approach
was proposed, where interfaces could be produced to act as
eﬃcient sinks for irradiation-induced vacancy-interstitial
(Frenkel) pairs, leading to their enhanced recombination and
thus restoring part of the material to its undamaged state.232
Such concept has been illustrated using a Cu/Nb nanolayered
system.231,233−241
A Cu/Nb multilayer composite is produced using magnetron sputtering technique and is shown in Figure 16a,b as an
example. The combination of such interface with a multilaminate material design concept231,232 has been shown to
produce nanostructured materials exhibiting ultrahigh
strengths (hardness ∼5−7 GPa for Cu/Nb) and enhanced
radiation damage tolerance.232,242−244 The unique ability of
Cu/Nb interfaces to trap and recombine Frenkel pairs created
during irradiation-induced collision cascades can be traced
back to the unusual properties of interfacial point defects in
Cu/Nb multilayer composites. One of the most noticeable
diﬀerences between the behavior of such defects and the ones
present in perfect crystalline environments of the corresponding element is the greatly reduced formation energy of
interfacial point defects compared to the latter. For example,
in the Cu/Nb system, vacancy formation energy drops from
1.3 to 0.3 eV for Cu and from 2.8 to 1.1 eV for Nb,237,238 while
in the Zr/Nb system, the same energy drops from 2.0 to 0.8 eV
for Zr245 as the vacancy migrates to the interface. Vacancies
and interstitials that migrate to the Cu/Nb interfaces are
eﬀectively trapped there and undergo accelerated recombination due to the enhanced diﬀusivity and eﬀective size of
interfacial point defects.232,233,240,241,246,247
Unlike vacancies and interstitials, helium atoms cannot be
annihilated via recombination, thus remaining as impurities
within the material. Two prospective interfaces are mostly
studied including irradiation testing: Cu/Nb247−253 and Cu/
W254−257 both experimentally and computationally. In copperbased systems, relevant mechanisms governing the He

Figure 16. Various NMMCs produced using magnetron sputtering
method (a) Cu/Nb, (b) Cu/Nb enlarged, (c) Zr/Nb systems. (d)
The unit cell used in DFT calculations to model the system in (c):
pink, green, and blue spheres represent Nb, Zr, and He atoms,
respectively. The blue line represents the migration path of He atom
(from right to left) toward the interface.

dynamics seem to be identiﬁed,230 and the total amount of
He atoms that can be trapped at the interface is obtainable by
considering two key quantities: the misﬁt dislocation
intersections (MDIs) density, which depends on geometrical
and chemical parameters and ﬁnally identify the availability of
nucleation sites, and the maximum number of He atoms that
can be accommodated into a cavity preventing a “platelet-tobubble” transition to occur. Furthermore, these systems also
show promising properties in the sequestration and arrest of
He bubble growth.248,253 Structural analyses on implanted
samples showed interfaces decorated by He bubbles thus
underlying the key role also played by Cu/X interfaces.
However, Cu exhibits signiﬁcantly lower energy barrier with
respect to X for vacancy formation (0.5 eV for Cu and 2.18 eV
for W at the interface) and migration (vacancy migration
barrier of 1.07 eV inside Cu and 1.79 eV inside W) in Cu/W
multilayer system, and self-diﬀusion barrier (0.7 eV/atom for
Cu and 1.2 eV/atom for Nb) in Cu/Nb multilayer
system.254,258 In combination with lower Cu homologous
temperature, He bubbles formation occurs exclusively in Cu
layers.255 The unbalanced He bubbles distribution between
constituent elements is accompanied by development of
complex residual stress distributions in W layers and leads to
the degradation of mechanical and functional properties
already at ambient temperature. Moreover, in generation IV
reactors, temperatures greater than 500 °C are expected;
unfortunately, this strongly limits the use of copper, since
temperature-driven recrystallization and crystal growth already
occur at ∼300 °C.259−261 On top of that, at high temperatures,
functional properties (hardness, toughness) of Cu/Nb262 and
Cu/W263 ﬁlms drop signiﬁcantly. Because of the issues
mentioned above, although Cu/X is profoundly studied as a
model material to understand the role of interfaces in radiation
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be possible to lead He atoms out of the system, thus taking the
He embrittlement part of the problem totally out of the
picture.

environments, its employment in nuclear industry would be
rather limited. This appealed for the selection of other
materials with suitable thermal and structural stability. It was
evident that Cu is a weak point in the interface design;
substitution of Cu by Zr could indeed represent the key
solution allowing for a prompt introduction of this class of
materials in the future of nuclear industry. Among various
systems, the Zr/Nb one has been identiﬁed245,255,264−267 as
appropriate from mechanical and thermal stability point of
view. Zr/Nb system outperforms mechanical properties of Cu/
Nb and W/Cu above 300 °C; indeed Zr−Nb alloys are
currently used in CANDU-type reactor.268 Zr/Nb interfaces
have recently been prepared255,264−267 in a multilayer
architecture using magnetron sputtering method (Figure
16c). The results indicate that the Zr/Nb system retains
high hardness (reaching as high as 13 GPa) even at 400 °C and
shows remarkable resistance to γ266 and heavy Si ion267
radiation. High interface-to-volume ratio due to small
crystallites is expected to have exceptional positive eﬀects on
the self-healing properties of the materials subjected to
radiation damage.
DFT calculations245 indicate Zr/Nb multilayer systems
retain most of the mechanical properties of their bulk forms,
thus becoming promising candidates for nuclear applications.
The electronic structure calculations further reveal that He
atom prefers to sit at the low electron density region within the
material. He atom is either trapped by a vacancy or is drawn to
the Zr side of the interface, due to the charge transfer at the
interface, which makes Zr side positively charged. The unit cell
for this calculation and the migration path for He toward the
interface is shown in Figure 16. Similarly, it is energetically
favorable when the vacancy within the material is in the Zr side
of the interface, so as to minimize the stress that is generated
by the presence of the vacancy in the ﬁrst place. Therefore,
both He atom and the vacancy are drawn to the Zr side of the
interface, although due to diﬀerent reasons. To sum up,
evolution of nuclear technology allows us today to harvest
energy from nuclear reactions by means of nuclear power
stations in a controlled and safe way. However, there are still
problems related to the structural components of the reactors
limiting the harvested energy and life span of the reactors
themselves. Although many of these issues can be resolved
through the use of proper materials, defect-induced blistering
and He embrittlement have yet to be worked out. Recently
proposed NMMCs can be a solution to these ﬁnal
problems.231 So far, Zr/Nb multilayer composites appear to
be a great candidate, but still further research is required.
9.2. Outlook. Several possible NMMCs can be designed.
For example, Mg/Ti (hcp/hcp) interface, similar to Zr/Nb,
could be an interesting candidate owing to the mutual
immiscibility of the constituent elements, which may lead to
high thermal and compositional stability.269 The lattice
mismatch and consequently misﬁt strain (∼8.6%) between
Mg and Ti would give birth to a misﬁt dislocation network well
acting as a sink for helium atoms. Moreover, the high
mechanical stiﬀness-to-weight ratio makes this combination
also particularly suitable where high speciﬁc strength is
required.270 Even if the He atoms are attracted to the
interface, a way to prevent their accumulation and hence
bubble formation must be identiﬁed.
It has been shown245 that He atoms follow the lower
electron density regions inside the material. Therefore, by
manipulating the charge density within the material, it might

10. NOVEL MECHANISMS FOR IMPROVED OXIDE
THERMOELECTRICS EXPLORED FROM FIRST
PRINCIPLES
Transition-metal oxides where electronic correlations play an
important role271,272 are an attractive materials class for
thermoelectric applications. They exhibit a substantial
chemical and thermal stability and are generally environmentally friendly. Considerable experimental and computational273,274 eﬀort aims at ﬁnding oxide thermoelectrics with
improved performance, usually by maximizing the electronic
contribution to the thermoelectric ﬁgure of merit ZT = σS2T/
(κel + κph), namely, the electrical conductivity σ and the
Seebeck coeﬃcient S at temperature T. At the same time,
electronic and lattice contributions to the thermal conductivity,
κel and κph, need to be as small as possible.
In bulk materials, n- and p-type thermoelectric response is
commonly attained by doping,275−277 a prominent example
being La-doped SrTiO3 (STO) single crystals,278 or epitaxial
ﬁlms.279,280 A diﬀerent route is to utilize the impact of epitaxial
strain on the electronic structure. Speciﬁcally, the delafossite
PtCoO2 exhibits a remarkable change in thermopower when
varying from tensile to compressive strain.281 This is related to
a reconstruction of the Fermi surface topology, that is, a straininduced shift of additional bands through the Fermi energy. An
alternative strategy is to exploit heterostructuring and dimensional conﬁnement,282,283 a concept that is not only applied to
oxides284−292 but also used in Heusler/oxide magnetic tunnel
junctions293 or Heusler/metal hybrid systems.294−296 This is
based on the recent ability to grow transition-metal oxide
superlattices (SLs) with atomic precision.297−299
Next, three diﬀerent approaches to design thermoelectric
properties are described, which go beyond the initial proposal
by Hicks and Dresselhaus.282 Such approaches rely on the
insight that can be obtained from atomistic simulations within
the framework of DFT combined with Boltzmann transport
theory. The focus is on the correlated metal LaNiO3 (LNO)
heterostructured with the band insulators STO290 or LaAlO3
(LAO),291,292 materials that can be grown epitaxially “cube-oncube” in their natural perovskite ABO3 structure,300−304 as well
as in the form of Ruddlesden−Popper/perovskite hybrid
structures.299,305,306 While LNO and STO result in polar
interfaces, the LNO/LAO materials combination is nonpolar
but, nonetheless, shows intriguing properties concerning
conﬁnement and strain. A discussion and an outlook on the
inﬂuence of the phonon system close this section.
10.1. Impact of the Interface Polarity on the
Thermoelectric Response. An eﬃcient thermoelectric
energy conversion requires both n- and p-type materials that
are structurally and electronically compatible. It has been
recently shown that this can be realized in oxide SLs by
exploiting the interface polarity.290 In particular, the mechanisms of electronic reconstruction at polar oxide interfaces307,308 have attracted signiﬁcant interest in the past decade.
In LNO/STO(001) SLs, variation of the stacking sequence
at the interface generates diﬀerent types of SLs, particularly an
electron-doped one with n-type (LaO)+/(TiO2)0 interfaces
(IF-n), or a hole-doped one with (NiO2)−/(SrO)0 interfaces
(IF-p). The resulting stoichiometries for SLs with three layers
of each material are (LNO)3.5/(STO)2.5 for the n-type SL and
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We note that a related concept was proposed by Botana et
al.310 for CrN/MgO(111) SLs, which however diﬀers in the
strong charge mismatch at the interface (formal charge of the
layers at the interface: 2−/3+) that may drive the formation of
compensating defects, and the fact that the voltage builds up
perpendicular to the thermal gradient. Since polar interfaces
occur also in many other systems, for instance, in group IV/
III−V semiconductor heterostructures such as Ge/GaAs,311
the outlined concept is not restricted to oxides but may be
relevant for other classes of materials.
10.2. Epitaxial Strain as Control Parameter in a
System with Conﬁnement-Induced Metal-to-Insulator
Transition. In doped bulk materials or epitaxial ﬁlms,278−280
the carrier concentration is used as control parameter to
maximize the power factor PF = σS2. The highest power factor
is usually found in the intermediate regime between semiconducting and metallic behavior, which provides the best
tradeoﬀ between Seebeck coeﬃcient (which reﬂects the
transmission asymmetry near the chemical potential μ and
thus beneﬁts from the band gap in a semiconductor) and
electrical conductivity (which is largest in a metal). In the
following, it is shown that epitaxial strain can take on a similar
role in artiﬁcial transition-metal oxides.
Nonpolar LNO/LAO(001) SLs are an intensely studied
system.300,304,312,313 In the ultrathin limit, epitaxial strain
together with quantum conﬁnement drive a metal-to-insulator
transition in (LNO)1/(LAO)1(001) SLs (Figure 18a).291,312
The emerging band gap for tensile strain (∼0.3 eV for aSTO)
leads to a strong enhancement of the thermoelectric response,
as one can infer from Figure 18. A particularly interesting
aspect of this system is that the short-period SL design in the
[001] direction (cross-plane) considerably improves the inplane thermoelectric performance. Consequently, the in-plane
power factor outperforms the cross-plane one due to the much
higher in-plane conductivity. Comparing the conductivity
obtained from DFT+U for (LNO)3/(LAO)3(001) SLs with
experiment,304 the relaxation time at room temperature was
estimated to be τ ≈ 4 fs. This results in in- and cross-plane
Seebeck coeﬃcients of ±600 μV/K and an in-plane power
factor of 11 μW/K2 cm at approximately room temperature,
making the system comparable to some of the best-performing
oxide systems such as La-doped STO278−280 or layered
cobaltates.314 Further increase of the epitaxial strain (e.g., as
induced by a DyScO3 substrate) does not lead to an additional
enhancement, but on the contrary it reduces the power factor
again due to a decrease of the in-plane conductivity at the
edges of the further increased band gap.291
Increasing the thickness of both constituents to three layers
each in (LNO)3/(LAO)3(001) SLs deteriorates the thermoelectric performance due to the two-dimensional metallic
nature of the LNO region and the too-thick large-band-gap
LAO spacer layer, irrespective of the epitaxial strain. This
underlines the key role of quantum conﬁnement.
It is then concluded that a signiﬁcant enhancement of the
thermoelectric properties can be obtained in oxide SLs such as
(LNO)1/(LAO)1(001) at the verge of a metal-to-insulator
transition.
10.3. Transport Resonances Tuned by Strain Engineering of the Orbital Polarization. Above it has been
discussed that n- and p-type thermoelectric response can be
induced in polar oxide SLs by a selective design of the stacking
sequence at the polar interfaces.290 In the following, it is shown

(LNO)2.5/(STO)3.5 for the p-type SL. Both structures are
displayed in Figure 17a. DFT+U calculations show that the
charge mismatch at the interfaces is exclusively accommodated
in the nickelate region by shifting upward/downward the
Fermi level for the SL with n-/p-type interfaces, while STO is
rather a spectator. This is in sharp contrast to the muchstudied LAO/STO(001) system, where the Ti 3d states are
involved.308,309 Transport calculations within Boltzmann
theory show that the distinct band alignment between LNO
and STO in the two stacking sequences leads to either n- or p-

Figure 17. (a) Side views of the optimized geometry of LNO/
STO(001) SLs with interfaces of opposite polarity (IF-n or IF-p)
grown on STO. The La−Sr distance dLa−Sr across the interface acts as
a ﬁngerprint of the interface type, being elongated for an electrondoped SL and compressed for a hole-doped SL. In both cases,
signiﬁcant octahedral tilts are induced in the STO part. (b)
Thermoelectric response of the SLs. The sign of the cross-plane
Seebeck coeﬃcient S is consistent with the polarity of the interfaces
(negative/positive for n-/p-type). Additional doping (μopt, see ref
290) enhances the performance. (c) Illustration of a thermoelectric
generator based on n- and p-type SL legs composed of the same
materials combination (Adapted from ref 290).

type thermoelectric response of the SL in cross-plane direction
(Figure 17b). While in the n-type case the electronic transport
involves tunneling through the insulating STO region, the
particular position of the STO valence band maximum directly
below the Fermi level in the p-type SL strongly boosts the
thermoelectric response with a Seebeck coeﬃcient of +135
μV/K at room temperature.
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Figure 18. (a) In ultrathin (LNO)1/(LAO)1(001) SLs, increasing the
substrate lattice constant from aLAO (compressive strain) to aSTO
(tensile strain) drives a metal-to-insulator transition,312 as one can see
from the band structure diagrams and the corresponding transmission
; . (b) This is accompanied by a drastic enhancement of the
thermoelectric response (Seebeck coeﬃcient S and power factor PF),
both in-plane and cross-plane. Further increase of strain was found to
be counterproductive.291 Adapted from ref 291.

Figure 19. (a) Side view of the optimized geometry of a nonpolar
(LNO)3/(LAO)1(001) SL (a = 3.79 Å), together with the Ni eg
orbital polarization in the interfacial LNO layers as a function of the
substrate lattice parameter a that varies from −6% (compressive
strain, red shaded) to ca. +3% (tensile strain, blue shaded). (b)
Conﬁning three layers of LNO separated by a single LAO spacer layer
leads to the formation of distinct QW states with Ni eg character.
Their relative occupation (and thus the orbital polarization) can be
precisely tuned by epitaxial strain. In particular, resonances emerge in
the cross-plane transmission ; (black arrows) that are associated
with the 3dz2-derived QW states (white arrows) and can be shifted
with respect to the Fermi energy by moderately varying the degree of
strain. (c) With this strain engineering of the orbital polarization,
considerable n- and p-type thermoelectric response can be achieved in
the system. Exemplarily, some (rare-earth) aluminate substrates are
marked. Adapted from ref 292.

that the same goal can be achieved in nonpolar SLs by strain
engineering of the orbital polarization.292
Designing the thermoelectric response of a system
necessitates quantum control over the asymmetry of its
spectral transmission function ; around the Fermi energy.293,315 Mathematically, it has been shown decades ago
that transport resonances are attractive for thermoelectric
applications.316 Nevertheless, the explicit use of these
resonances has been limited to model studies.317,318 To pursue
this route, (i) a transmission function ; exhibiting sharp
resonances must be designed, and (ii) a mechanism that allows
for a precise tuning of the transport resonances with respect to
the Fermi energy is required.
This concept has been demonstrated on the basis of ﬁrstprinciples calculations in (LNO)3/(LAO)1(001) SLs,292 which
are displayed in Figure 19. The conﬁnement of three layers of
LNO separated by a single LAO spacer layer induces the
formation of distinct Ni 3dx2−y2- and 3dz2-derived quantum well
(QW) states, while at the same time permitting cross-plane
electronic transport through the single LAO spacer layer. This
leads to the emergence of sharp cross-plane 3dz2-derived
transport resonances (Figure 19b). Epitaxial strain strongly
impacts the orbital polarization in this system and thus the
relative energy and occupation of the 3dx2−y2- and 3dz2-derived

QW states (Figure 19a). Because of this charge redistribution
mechanism, the 3dz2-derived transport resonances can be
shifted with high precision relative to the Fermi energy.
Thereby, considerable n- and p-type thermoelectric response
(ca. −60 to +100 μV/K at approximately room temperature)
can be obtained in one and the same materials combination by
moderately varying the control parameter epitaxial strain
between −1.5 and −2.8% (Figure 19c). It has been shown that
this concept is robust with respect to the formation of oxygen
vacancies.292
This work exempliﬁes how the thermoelectric properties of
oxide heterostructures can be controlled and optimized by
varying layer thickness, quantum conﬁnement, and epitaxial
strain. Moreover, it manifests an application for the control of
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ﬁlm causes a large depolarizing ﬁeld, which destroys the polar
distortion and, ultimately, the polarization itself.
11.1. Metascreening in Metalized Ferroelectrics. Polar
metals should satisfy the (i) and (ii) requirements. A further
distinction can be made between metals that are or can be
rendered polar and polar insulators, which are made robustly
metallic. Among the former, let us brieﬂy mention LiOsO3 and
related composite systems, which stands out in both
experiment and theory,337−339 and the general guidelines laid
out for their search.340
In this section, the mechanism that causes metalized
ferroelectrics to conserve polar distortions, that is, to become
polar metals, is discussed. Figure 20 shows the amplitude of the
polar distortion as a function of free charge density of either
sign, normalized to the value at zero added charge, for a limited
selection of the materials discussed in ref 333. Evidently, all
materials exhibit stable polar distortions as a function of charge
density of both signs, except three of them whose distortion
dies out at high n-type density.

orbital polarization, which is intensively pursued in artiﬁcial
transition-metal oxides.312,319−322
10.4. Outlook: The Role of Phonons. On the one hand,
the focus of most theoretical studies lies on improving the
electronic contribution to the thermoelectric ﬁgure of merit
ZT, that is, optimizing conductivity σ and Seebeck coeﬃcient
S. On the other hand, the impact of phonons, which aﬀect (i)
the relaxation time τ and (ii) the lattice contribution to the
thermal conductivity κph, is often neglected. Both quantities
can be obtained from ﬁrst-principles: The relaxation times have
been calculated very recently for bulk Si323 and for elemental
noble metals,324 employing a combination of DFT and manybody perturbation theory. On the one hand, because of the
high numerical demand, this approach has not been applied so
far to more complex systems such as the oxide SLs discussed
here. The thermal transport, on the other hand, has been
calculated recently for bulk MgO by a complete solution of the
linearized Boltzmann transport equation.325 Larger systems
such as Fe/MgO/Fe(001) magnetic tunnel junctions have
been treated within a Green’s function framework.326
Exploiting interface scattering of phonons by heterostructuring is a viable strategy to reduce the lattice thermal
conductivity.283,327−329 In SLs, the periodicity has a strong
impact, and it has been demonstrated experimentally that at
the crossover point between incoherent to coherent phonon
scattering in oxide SLs the lattice thermal conductivity exhibits
a minimum.330 However, the parameters corresponding to this
optimal point have to be determined in each speciﬁc case.
High crystalline quality is beneﬁcial for electronic properties,
but simultaneously it can lead to coherent phonon heat
conduction, and it has been shown for GaAs/AlAs(001) SLs
that the thermal conductivity can even increase with the
number of layer repeats.331 In short-period SLs the thermal
conductivity can exceed that of the constituent materials, as
has been demonstrated for Si/Ge(001) SLs.332 This highlights
that further eﬀort is required to explore the inﬂuence of
heterostructuring on the phonon system from ﬁrst principles.

Figure 20. Normalized polar amplitude vs carrier density for a sample
of metalized ferroelectrics. In the legend, BaTiO3, PbTiO3, KNbO3,
BaMnO3, LiNbO3, and BaFeO3 compounds are represented by the
element initials, respectively. For example, 0.1 |e|/formula unit are 1.5
× 1021 cm−3 in BTO. Figure adapted from ref 333.

11. POLAR, FERROELECTRIC, AND MULTIFERROIC
METALS: THREE CASE STUDIES
Here, case studies of polar,333 ferroelectric,334 and multiferroic335 metals are discussed, where polar symmetryand in
some cases, polarization itself, is actually realized in metals.
The idea of ferroelectric metals harkens back to a suggestion
by Anderson and Blount336 that some metals may possess, or
acquire, polar symmetry, that is, one compatible with the
existence of electric polarization. Whether a polarization and
attendant phenomena, would actually materialize as a
consequence was left unspeciﬁed, and this is one of the issues
being investigated, mostly theoretically so far.
It is appropriate to have a checklist for the deﬁnition of a
ferroelectric metal: it should

BaTiO3 (BTO) is an interesting case, as it allows to monitor
the transition from polar to nonpolar phase. As detailed in ref
333, in an 80 Å long supercell of cubic BTO perturbed by a
dipolar displacement of a plane of Ti atoms, it is found that
free charge screens out long-range interactions over a typical
length scale of less than 10 Å from the perturbation. Doping
produces a concurrent short-range eﬀect (referred as
metascreening) that enhances the distorting forces on the
atoms in the immediate vicinity of the perturbation;
speciﬁcally, a lattice distortion near the perturbation
accommodates the screening electrons or holes, and it is
essentially indistinguishable from the original polar distortion
in the undoped case.
To prove that this eﬀect is not a consequence of incomplete
screening but indeed due to short-range eﬀects, one can
calculate the stiﬀness constant for the soft ferroelectric mode
: = sT ·F ·s, with F the force constant matrix calculated at the
Γ point and s the soft-mode eigenvector. Another stiﬀness :sr
is calculated, just the same way as : , except that the force
constants between neighboring Ti atoms are always those of

(i) be a metal.
(ii) have polar symmetry.
(iii) have a measurable or computable zero-ﬁeld polarization
P.
(iv) optionally support a polarization-induced depolarizing
electric ﬁeld when cast in ﬁnite form (e.g., thin ﬁlm),
which would imply the actual switchability of P.
The last requirement is optional, because even bona ﬁde
ferroelectrics often do not satisfy it: a large polarization in a
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to also estimate the polarization simply as the dipole of a single
block. The modiﬁed Berry approach and the block-dipole
approximation give similar values for the conduction band, ∼5
μC/m2; summing up the dominant valence and ionic
contributions, a large total P = 35 μC/m2 is obtained, in the
same league as ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3.
To complete point (iii) and address point (iv) in the
checklist, it is here demonstrated that the material can support
a depolarizing ﬁeld (i.e., the polarization can be switched). To
this end, a BTO-5517 layer is cladded with the insulator
Ba2Zr2O7; this conﬁguration is an open circuit with no current
ﬂow, which will instead occur if BTO-5517 is contacted
directly. In Figure 22, showing the electrostatic potential
diﬀerence of the polar and nonpolar superlattice, the metallic
layer screens only partially the polarization-induced depolarizing ﬁeld. The polarization will thus switch, as in ferroelectrics,
upon application of a ﬁeld exceeding the depolarizing ﬁeld (i.e.,
the ﬁnite screening ability of the layer). The free-charge
response in the ﬁnite system is limited by the small amount
and localization of the mobile charges, and the screening ends

the undoped case, independently of the doping level: the
shortest-range interactions are thus frozen into the undoped
conﬁguration. On the one hand, as Figure 21 reports, : is
negative for all free carrier densities up to ca. +0.05 |e|/formula
unit, predicting a polar distortion in accordance with Figure
20; on the other hand, :sr is always positive, corresponding to
stability against polar distortion, except in the undoped case.
This shows directly that the metascreening short-range forces
are the key enabler of the survival of the distortion in the
doped system.

Figure 21. Force constants vs carrier density for metalized BaTiO3.
Negative values of the stiﬀness indicate the occurrence of a polar
distortion, while positive values correspond to stability against polar
distortion.
Figure 22. Potential diﬀerence of the polar and nonpolar BiTiO5517/BiZrO-227 SL, exhibiting the sawtooth shape due to interface
polarization charge. The two lines correspond to two diﬀerent
running-average ﬁlters. Figure adapated from ref 334.

11.2. A Ferroelectric Metal. A proper ferroelectric metal
obeying all the requirements in the checklist has been found334
in a diﬀerent, and so far unique in this respect, class of
materials: the layered perovskites of the AnXnO3n+2 class, which
features prominently n = 4 ferroelectrics and multiferroics such
as La2Ti2O7 and La2Mn2O7.341 The n = 5 class is trivially
metallic from electron counting with a density of ∼3 × 1021
cm−3, but the ferroelectric mechanism active in n = 4
materials342 does not apply. Luckily, it turns out that
Bi5Ti5O17 (BTO-5517 below) has polar symmetry Pm21n,
with polar axis equal to the stacking direction b, due to local
chemical Bi−O dipoles (analogous to BiFeO3), and, thus,
BTO-5517 is a polar metal in agreement with points (i) and
(ii).
The computability of zero-ﬁeld polarization P, point (iii), is
potentially contentious, because the Berry phase polarization343 is ill-deﬁned in its original form if the number of
occupied bands change along the k integration direction
(parallel to P itself), as expected in metallic conduction bands.
The conduction bands in BTO-5517, however, are very ﬂat
along P (i.e., k∥) direction; thus, for all numerical intents and
purposes, the number of occupied bands will not change along
k∥, and a convergent P will be obtained as usual on a ﬁnite grid
made up of string parallel to the P direction. To cure the
unavoidable occasional crossings (the bands are not perfectly
ﬂat), P is calculated as the 2D average of a renormalized phase
subject to a charge conservation constraint.334 Physically, this
corresponds to Fermi surface sections that are quasi-1D lines
when projected on the k⊥ plane (i.e., with zero measure in that
plane, perpendicular to the integration direction) as is the case
in BTO-5517 or to conduction charge that is strongly localized
within the blocks and not very mobile. The latter view suggests

up being incomplete; the multilayer is in eﬀect a dielectric
medium with ﬁnite low-frequency, low-wavevector dielectric
function in agreement with recent results on sub-nanometer
metal−air multilayers.344
Single-domain BTO-5517, not only polarized but also
sustaining a polarization-generated depolarizing ﬁeld, contradicts the usual assumption that a large polarization cannot
survive its own depolarization ﬁeld in a thin ﬁlm.
In this respect, BTO-5517 is unlike other ferroelectrics
precisely because of the self-screening mechanism that cancels
in part the depolarizing ﬁeld, while not destroying the
chemically driven polar distortion. In this context, BTO-5517
behaves as a limiting case of hyper-ferroelectric,345 and it might
be dubbed a self-screened hyper-ferroelectric metal.
11.3. A Three-Order-Parameter Multiferroic Metal.
Thinking along the same lines as for BTO-5517, a natural
extension is to look335 for possible multiferroicity in
Bi5Mn5O17 (BMO henceforth), where magnetism is expected
due to Mn ions and metallicity. The result is partially
analogous to BTO-5517, in that Bi−O dipoles again cause
ionic polarization; the symmetry is the same as in BTO-5517,
but the polar axis is now c, the (110)-like axis orthogonal to the
stacking axis. The total polarization, calculated in the same way
as before, is ∼5 μC/cm2; the conduction contribution is minor,
∼0.05 μC/cm2; the Fermi surface is indeed ﬂat, sheetlike, and
closely parallel to the c axis.
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external stimulifor instance, magnetic ﬁeld, pressure, electric
ﬁeld, and light.

As hinted above, due to the Mn ions interacting via double
exchange, BMO is a ferromagnet with average moment 3.2 μB.
In fact, it is a half-metallic ferromagnet, with a metallic majority
spin channel and insulating minority (with a gap of ∼3 eV
using self-interaction corrections). Interestingly, the polarization is nonzero in both spin channels and larger in the
majority than the minority spin channel by roughly a 3 to 1
ratio.346 A deﬁnite point of interest in the O-rich layered phase
BMO is that, according to the calculations, 335 it is
thermodynamically favored over the known BiMnO3 normal
perovskite phase in a sizable window of O chemical potential,
favoring the synthesis of BMO unlike that of BTO-5517, which
has not been achieved yet.
Demonstrating the existence of a depolarizing ﬁeld in BMO
is trickier than in BTO-5517, because there is no natural way
of stacking BMO and an insulator along c. Eventually, cladding
BMO with the n = 5 compound BaLa4Zr5O17 (with a gap of
∼2 eV) ended up doing the trick. Again, as in the case of BTO5517, there is a charge monopole at the metal−insulator
interfaces and a residual ﬁeld inside both the metal and the
insulator. The screened-ﬁeld energy density is much lower than
the stabilization energy of the polar distortion (which is a bit
larger than that of BaTiO3, suggesting thermal stability up to at
least 400 K), so the distortion is not aﬀected by the
depolarizing ﬁelds. Hence BMO checks all the boxes in the
checklist and qualiﬁes as a ferromagnetic ferroelectric metal.
Actually there is more to the story: BMO turns out to also
have ferrotoroidic order; that is, its magnetic symmetry allows
for a nonzero toroidal moment T, a polar vector that inverts
under time reversal. The symmetry group is the only one such
that T, P, and M are all mutually orthogonal, and since
noncollinear magnetic calculations show that the magnetization M points along a, it eventually turns out that T ≈ P ×
M in this case. Both time reversal and inversion breaking are
needed for a nonzero T, which implies that T would be
nonzero even if P were suppressed by electronic screening, as
long as the symmetry remains polar. Finally, magnetoelectric
coupling also occurs in BMO; it happens to be oﬀ-diagonal
(i.e., cross-ﬁeld), and its value seems rather large.
11.4. Outlook. The just-discussed work on metalized
ferroelectrics, especially layered perovskites, has revealed a
wealth of unexpected eﬀects. Among the open issues, the
possible existence of energy-degenerate ferroelectric and
antiferroelectric states, and the related (probably unusual, if
not exotic) properties and dynamics of domain boundaries
appear worth addressing, while waiting for experimental
endeavor to prove predictions about metallic ferroelectricity
in general.

Figure 23. Starting from an inorganic ABX3 perovskite: magnetic
halides and metal−organic frameworks (TM: transition metal).

Hybrid organic−inorganic materials have emerging applications as multiferroics, photovoltaics, gas sensors, and transparent conductors.347 HOIPs have a number of advantages
compared to perovskite oxides. First and foremost, the A and/
or X sites are occupied by organic cations and/or organic
linkers, respectively (Figure 23).349−351 At the same time,
molecule-based HOIPs often have overall lower energy scales
than their corresponding oxides. Quantum phase transitions
driven by magnetic ﬁeld, pressure, and electric ﬁeldcan thus
occur at experimentally realizable conditions and be more
easily controlled. These materials are also well-suited for the
development of structure−property relations. For instance, the
variations of the organic and inorganic components oﬀer wide
possibilities to create innovative and promising HOIPs in
accordance with the generalized Goldschmidt tolerance
factor.352 This can serve as a guide for the rational design
and synthesis of new HOIPs using compositions with desired
functionalities and dimensionalities.352,353 The metal−organic
frameworks (MOFs) are a particularly interesting class of
HOIPs (Figure 23). Here, the metal ions are linked together
by organic bridging ligands, for example, carboxylate ligand
(HCOO−).354 As a result, they have complex hydrogenbonding networks that can be adjusted as a function of
temperature. These materials display diverse properties
including electrical, magnetic, catalytic, optical properties,
multiferroic behavior, that is, coexistence of electric and
magnetic ordering, 355−366 and magnetoelectric behavior,355−366 that is, the coupling between the two long-range
orderings. Like many other quantum materials, the MOFs are
tunable in magnetic and electric ﬁelds.
Another emerging class of HOIPs is hybrid halide perovskites
based on the semiconductive methylammonium (MA) lead
halide MAPbX3, where X = Cl, Br, I.15,367−373 The replacement
of the inorganic cation (A) by an isoelectronic organic moiety
such as MA+ (CH3NH3)+ provides a unique way of tuning the
chemical bonding and consequently also the optical and
electronic response.374−381
The hybrid perovskite is a very versatile family of
compounds with a large catalog of chemical components for
the A and B sites.353 For example, (i) for the A site:
(NH2)2CH+, CH3NH+3 , NH2NH+3 , (CH3)2NH+2 , CH3CH2NH+3 ,

12. ELECTRIC MAGNETO-OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN
MULTIFUNCTIONAL HYBRID MATERIALS
Hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) are similar to
inorganic perovskites in terms of their ABX3 topology,
although the combination of organic and inorganic components provides for greater compositional ﬂexibility.347 In
common perovskites,348 A and B are cations, and X is an
anion that is coordinated to B. The A atoms are normally
larger than the B atoms, and the B cation is sixfold coordinated
with the X atoms to form BX6 octahedron (Figure 23). The
resulting octahedra are corner-shared to form a threedimensional framework in which the A site cations are located
inside the framework cavities. In addition to their physical
properties, many of their functionalities are controllable with
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Figure 24. (a) θK as a function of the incident photon energy for diﬀerent value of normalized amplitude of the polar distortion λ from −1 to +1.
(b) Color scheme representation of diﬀerent points in (P,M) space. Black curve represents the magneto-electric states, while the green line
represents the locus of points with zero Kerr angle for the selected energy 3.8 eV. (c−f) Switching properties of the Kerr angle for diﬀerent states in
(P,M) space: green (red) lines connect states for which the Kerr angle does (not) switch.392 The results are shown for the [C(NH2)3]Cr(HCOO)3
MOF.

(magnetoelectricity)386−388 with the possibility to tune the
electric polarization by an external magnetic ﬁeld and, vice
versa, to tune the magnetization by an external electric
ﬁeld.386−388 It is interesting to explore the unique eﬀects of
cross-coupling of ferroelectric and magnetic orders, which
leads to the aforementioned multifunctional properties, on
magneto-optical properties.389−392
12.1.2. Magneto-Optical Kerr Eﬀect: Tunable and Switching Properties. The magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect (MOKE)
describes the change of linearly polarized light when reﬂected
from the surface of a magnetic material. The change consists of
two parts: a rotation of the polarization plane, the so-called
Kerr rotation θK, and a phase diﬀerence between the electric
ﬁeld components perpendicular and parallel to the plane of the
incident light, the so-called Kerr ellipticity ηK.393 The Kerr
rotation can be exploited to read suitably magnetic stored
information by optical means in modern high-density data
storage technology394−397 or to probe the magnetic behavior of
two-dimensional systems.398
The Kerr eﬀect is described by the Kerr angle φK, a complex
number deﬁned as

C 3 N 2 H 5+ , C ( N H 2 ) 3+ , ( C H 2 ) 3 N H 2+ , ( C H 3 ) 3 N H + ,
(CH3)4N+;352,353 (ii) for the B site: Cr2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Mn2+,
Co2+, Ni2+;352,353 and (iii) for X site: I−, Br−, Cl−, CN−,
HCOO−, N−3 , [N(CN)2]−.
Moreover, the possibility to reduce the dimensionality by
considering novel hybrid 2D materials appears an interesting
direction to explore. For example, very recently, a novel
magnetic 2D hybrid compound has been synthesized based on
chromium-chloride-pyrazine, that is, CrCl2(pyrazine)2.382−385
Organic molecules and magnetic metal ions can be used as
molecular building blocks for synthesizing novel types of 2D
materials exhibiting both electrical and magnetic properties,
possibly cross-coupled to magneto-optical properties. Magnetic
hybrid 2D materials are now at their infancy, and there is
certainly room for new interesting physics to explore.
12.1. Symmetry Breaking and Physical Properties of
Materials. 12.1.1. Multiferroicity and Magnetoelectricity.
Breaking of time-reversal (T) and inversion symmetry (I) leads
to interesting changes in physical properties of crystals. If both
symmetries are broken, the compound may have coexisting
magnetic and ferroelectric order (multiferroicity).386−388 It
may happen that the two order parameters, that is, magnetization (M) and electric polarization (P), are coupled
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φK = θK + iηK =

−σxy
σxx 1 +

( 4ωπ )σxx

corresponds to a well-deﬁned value of the Kerr angle is
associated. Figure 24b represents the following property by a
color code in (P,M) space: θK(P,M; E) = −θK(−P, −M; E),
that is, θK can be switched only when both P and M change
sign. This property is more general and can be extended to
other ferroelectric and magnetic compoundseven in absence
of a net magnetization.
In Figure 24c−f, simulations considering P and M as
independent variables in the calculations are shown. According
to eq 13, θK cannot be switched if only M or P is reversed when
both M and P are diﬀerent from zero. This is shown in Figure
24c,e: in (c) +P (or −P) state is considered, and +M switched
to −M; in (e) +M (or −M) state is considered, and +P
switched to −P. On the one hand, no switching occurs. On the
other hand, when M = 0 (e.g., anti-ferromagnet), θK changes its
sign when reversing P. This leads to the important result that
θK can be tuned and reversed by P in ferroelectric antiferromagnets (see Figure 24d, upper panel). When P = 0 (e.g.,
nonpolar compound), θK can be tuned and reversed by M.392
This would correspond to the standard case of a centrosymmetric ferromagnet (Figure 24d, lower panel). In general,
θK can be switched only when reversing both P and M as shown in
Figure 24f. Results can be summarized in the (P,M) space.
Each couple of states considered in the panels (c−f) are shown
as black and white circles in this space. The black and white
circles are connected by a green or red line representing the
switchability or nonswitchability of the Kerr angle between
them. In summary, these results suggest that (i) the Kerr angle
can be modiﬁed not only by M but also by P; (ii) θK changes
its sign only when switching both P and M; (iii) it may be
possible to tune and switch the Kerr angle in antiferromagnetic
compounds; (iv) it could be possible to design novel memory
devices, where the information is stored by the direction of the
local ferroelectric domain, and the read-out is performed by
exploiting the Kerr rotation depending on the direction of the
dipole. On the basis of these predictions, it will certainly be
interesting to explore the emerging class of hybrid organic−
inorganic quantum materials with the potential of crosscoupling magnetic and electric order to the magneto-optical
properties for active tunable photonics.
12.2. Outlook. It is important to design general principles
from which material properties can be rationalized and
qualitatively predicted, by focusing on the dimensionality,
composition, and functional groupsby assessing their eﬀects
on the relevant properties such as P and M, which are expected
to be cross-coupled to the MOKE in the materials outlined
here. The Bilbao Crystallographic Server (BCS, http://www.
cryst.ehu.es/) is useful for analyzing the magneto-optically
activity (MTENSOR tool in BCS). The multilinear relation θK
= αP + βM requires (i) the evaluation of the two α, β
parameters for a speciﬁc material, together with their
dependence on the functional groups (A,B,X) of HOIPs392
and (ii) understanding the microscopic mechanism of the
switching properties of θK in terms of the underlying electronic
structure, symmetry, and structural properties.405 This will
open new directions in magneto-optical Kerr engineering in
complex functional materials in connection with antiferromagnetic spintronics405−411 and topological quantum materials.412−416

(12)

where the complex numbers σxx and σxy are the diagonal and
the oﬀ-diagonal elements of the conductivity tensor,
respectively.399,400 Equation 12 is widely used in literature
and is valid only in the polar geometry, for compounds with
higher than threefold rotational symmetry.399,400 The conductivity tensor can be calculated from the electronic structure
of the solid, and, therefore, Kerr eﬀect can be evaluated based
on density functional theory.400 In a system possessing
inversion symmetry I, linear magneto-optical activity (Kerr
eﬀect) arises from breaking time reversal (T), like in a
ferromagnet. If the system is anti-ferromagnetically ordered,
the material is expected to be magneto-optical inactive. Despite
this expectation, a multiferroic MOF has been recently
found,392 with chemical formula [C(NH2)3]M[(HCOO)3,
where M = Cu2+ or Cr2+, exhibiting magneto-optical activity
even in its anti-ferromagnetic state. This result suggests that a
magnetic compound may become magneto-optically active
when the combined TI symmetry is broken.
If the system is invariant under T and I symmetry,401−403 it
does not have either magnetic or ferroelectric ordering.
Breaking of T gives rise to magnetic ordering, while breaking
of I is necessary for ferroelectricity. Breaking both T and I is
necessary for a system to be multiferroic and/or magnetoelectric. When breaking the TI symmetry, the compound may
be magneto-optical active.401−404
Moreover, in MOFs the Kerr angle can be tuned not only by
M, as a common belief, but also by the ferroelectric
polarization (P).392 This raises the exciting possibility that
the Kerr rotation angle could be controlled by M, P, or both
depending on the circumstances. This is an under-explored
avenue for achieving the combination of functional behavior
needed for logic and information storage in magnetic materials
and nanostructures.
12.1.3. Switching Properties of Magneto-Optic Kerr Eﬀect.
As a proof of principle, a series of Kerr spectra calculations on
a MOF compound showing ferroelectric and magnetic
ordering have been performed.392
Figure 24a shows the variation of the Kerr rotation θK as a
function of the incident photon energy (E) for diﬀerent values
of the normalized amplitude of the polar atomic distortion (λ).
λ = 0 represents the paraelectric state (centrosymmetric), while
λ = ±1 represents two ferroelectric states with opposite electric
polarization. The parameter λ smoothly changes from −1 to +1
through zero, and it is codiﬁed by a color scheme from blue to
red through white: by changing λ, θK changes continuously,
and the switching occurs when λ changes sign. Since λ is
proportional to P in the material, this leads to the interesting
conclusion that Kerr angle can be tuned by P and switches its sign
when switching P. These results have been derived in the case of
a magnetoelectric compound:392 one would naively expect that
this ultimately recovers the standard case of θK ∝ M, since P ∝
M. However, as shown below, calculations can be generalized
by considering M and P as independent variables:
θK = αP + βM

(13)

θK can be expressed as linear function of both P and M as
reported in eq 13. In Figure 24b, θK(P,M; E = 3.8 eV) is shown
as a color code. The coordinates were normalized to Pmax and
Mmax, respectively. For each point in (P,M) space, a color that
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13. TRIBOLOGY AS A NOVEL FIELD FOR ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
Tribology is deﬁned as the study of interacting surfaces in
relative motion.417 It involves various and complex phenomena, such as friction, wear, and corrosion, and it has severe
implications for energy saving. It has been estimated that
∼23% of the world’s total energy consumption originates from
tribological contacts;418 fortunately, several progresses have
been achieved in the last decades regarding the comprehension
and control of microscopic mechanisms related to friction,
partly due to the advances made in simulation techniques.419
Despite the fact that one of the main goals of tribology is
energy saving, an emerging topic is the conversion of friction
into usable work. The importance of the latter becomes clear
when considering the increasing demand of energy production
in sustainable ways and is therefore discussed below. More
speciﬁcally, the focus will now be on the production of energy
through a clever control of the triboelectric eﬀect.
In the past years, with the quick growth of electronic
miniaturization, a remarkable number of novel devices (e.g.,
sensors, actuators, wireless transmitters) have been invented
and introduced in many diﬀerent ﬁelds, among which are
health care, environmental and structural monitoring, the
Internet of things, wireless transmission, security, and nanorobotics, among others.420,421 These devices generally require
only small-scale power (μW to mW)422 and traditional
approaches (i.e., batteries) but present several drawbacks,
including the problematic implementation of wireless sensor
networks with a huge number of distributed sensor nodes423 or
issues related to recycling.421,424 This directly calls for the
development of sustainable, maintenance-free and selfsuﬃcient power generators that can ideally harvest energy
from the environment and be integrated into such devices.
Almost every environment has an abundance of all sorts of
energy: thermal, mechanical, solar, chemical, etc. Among these,
mechanical vibrations may exist in most of the environments in
which a power generator can be placed. Conventional power
production is obtained through electromagnetic alternators
based on Faraday’s law of induction. However, these types of
power generation technologies can only harvest high-frequency
mechanical energies eﬃciently.425 This means that a broad
range of energy sources in the environment (e.g., water waves,
human body motion, thermal vibrations) cannot be eﬀectively
exploited through conventional electromagnetic generators
(EMGs).422
To eﬀectively convert these diﬀerent small-scale energies
into an electrical output, Wang and Song proposed the ﬁrst
nanogenerator (NG) in 2006.426 The idea behind this device
was based on the piezoelectric eﬀect (i.e., the accumulation of
electric charge in response to an applied mechanical stress),
and it was made of a zinc oxide nanowire array. A few years
later, Wang and co-workers presented the ﬁrst NG based on
the triboelectric eﬀect.420 The triboelectric eﬀect (or triboelectric charging) is a phenomenon that leads to the formation
of charge separation between certain materials after they come
into frictional contact. This eﬀect is very common in everyday
life and has been known for a long time (almost everybody has
felt a small electrical shock after walking across a carpet and
then touching a metallic surface). In general, both in scientiﬁc
and in technological applications, this eﬀect is considered to be
negative.

The operation of triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) is
based on triboelectriﬁcation and electrostatic induction,
described by Maxwell’s displacement current and change in
surface polarization.427 The power density of TENGs is related
to the charge density produced in tribological conditions; this
led researchers to investigate the role that bulk and surface
structural composition and geometry have in the tribocharge
formation, together with the related dynamic features. The
distinct abilities for attracting electrons of the two triboelectric
surfaces result in a transfer of electrostatic charges from one
surface to the other. When one triboelectric layer is displaced,
the movement of charges breaks the original electrostatic
balance, resulting in a potential diﬀerence being built between
the two electrodes. A current through an external load can then
be driven by such potential diﬀerence to rebalance the
electrostatic status. Therefore, under periodical mechanical
triggering, an alternating current (AC) output can be obtained
via the TENG, and its functionality is characterized by the
voltage between the electrodes, the charge transferred between
electrodes, and the relative displacement between triboelectric
layers.
13.1. Available Setups for Triboelectric Nanogenerators. Currently, four diﬀerent working modes have been
identiﬁed:422,423 vertical contact separation (CS), lateral sliding
(LS), single electrode (SE), and freestanding triboelectric layer
(FT).
All modes are schematically represented in Figure 25. CSmode TENGs are triggered by the process of contact and

Figure 25. Four basic operation modes for TENGs: contact
separation (CS), freestanding triboelectric-layer (FT), single electrode
(SE), and lateral sliding (LS). Blue and red boxes represent the
tribolayers, while electrodes are drawn in yellow.

separation of two triboelectric layers,420 while TENGs
operating in LS mode exploit the relative sliding between
layers.428 They basically diﬀer in the kind of tribological
contact exploited (vertical vs sliding). Both modes suﬀer from
the common disadvantage that the triboelectric layers must be
interconnected with an external circuit. Such a conﬁguration
might limit the application of TENGs, when one aims to
harvest energy from free-moving objects. To solve this issue,
SE- and FT-mode TENGs have been proposed, in which a
tribolayer is simply replaced by an electrode.429 In particular,
the FT mode has been used for various high-output TENGs
with record both in the maximum power output and energy
conversion eﬃciency.430
The intensity of the triboelectric eﬀect is ruled by the nature
of the materials that come into contact. So far, polymers
(which contain a naturally present dipole422) have been mostly
used as tribolayers,431 especially in implantable TENGs for
biomedical applications.432 Common examples of polymer
materials are poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS),433 poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene),428 poly(vinylidene ﬂuoride),431 ﬂuori14965
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nated ethylene propylene,434 polyimide,435 and lignin.436
Typical values of output voltage and current density for such
materials are in the order of 1−10 V and from 10−3 to 10−1 A·
m−2, respectively.423 Recently, graphene has also been used as
triboelectric material in TENGs, reporting values for output
voltage and current of 5 V and 5 × 10−3 A·m−2, respectively.437
In addition to this, two-dimensional materials have also gained
attention as triboactive candidates for TENGs.422,437,438
Nowadays, the choice of materials for novel TENG setups is
made easier thanks to the availability of empirical lists of
materials ordered by their capability of becoming tribocharged
(the so-called triboelectric series).439 Unfortunately, the studies
on triboelectric series are sparse, and they do not provide an
absolute assessment of the material performance. Making
current triboelectric series both quantitative and more
extended would be a welcomed progress. For achieving this
aim, large-scale databases and computational resources (e.g.,
NOMAD440 and AiiDA441) may be of crucial importance.
Moreover, since the process of charge transfer in TENGs is an
interfacial phenomenon, it is obvious that the characteristics of
the surface are critical for the performance of the device. The
eﬀects on the signal output of the presence of impurities and/
or oxides, the surface roughness, the geometry of the contact
surfaces, or even the type of pretreatment during fabrication
have already been highlighted.442 This means that materials
that are considered identical according to bulk analysis may
display completely diﬀerent microscopic surface properties.
Attempts have already been made for enhancing the surface
charge density by plasma443 and laser treatment.444
By design, TENGs are meant to be used to harvest energy in
various environments. It is therefore crucial to know the eﬀect
that the tribological conditions (e.g., contact pressure,
temperature, sliding speed) can have on the TENG performance. For example, SE and FT modes can operate in open air
and, thus, are subject to diﬀerent pressures and atmosphere
compositions. It was found that, under the same mechanical
excitation, the generated charge of a PDMS-based TENG
increased more than 20% when the relative humidity was
decreased from 90% to 10% at ambient pressure. However, the
interpretation of such an eﬀect is not trivial, since a worsening
of the performance is observed when the air pressure decreases
from atmospheric pressure to 50 Torr in dry conditions.445 In
other studies, the inﬂuence of the temperature on the output
performance of TENGs was investigated experimentally and
supported by atomistic simulations.446
13.2. Triboelectric Nanogenerator Upscale. Recently,
eﬀorts have also been devoted to upscaling triboelectric
nanogenerators, mainly by integrating single TENG units into
a network. This was done to harvest low-frequency wave
energy in oceans (the so-called blue energy), as a rich resource
for large-scale clean-energy generation.422,424,447 However, as
mentioned before, harsh environmental conditions, such as
humidity, have shown to signiﬁcantly aﬀect the performance of
NGs.448 One method that has proven to be promising is a
hybrid approach in which conventional principles (i.e., EMGs)
are combined with NGs, leading to the so-called packaging.449
More speciﬁcally, in this approach the TENG is made
waterproof by placing it within an isolating device, thus
preventing any unwanted environmental interactions. Subsequently, an EMG is wrapped around, creating an indirect
driving force on the mobile part of the TENG using its
magnets. It has been shown that this approach can signiﬁcantly
improve the performance of TENGs.447 First of all, this is

because EMG and TENG operate in diﬀerent frequency
ranges, and, by combining both, one can signiﬁcantly enlarge
the working range.449 Second, both vibrations and rotational
motions can now be exploited for the generation of electricity.
This is especially relevant for harvesting blue energy, which is
characterized by a high irregularity and broad ranges of both
frequencies and amplitudes. This novel design principle allows
one to up-scale and go beyond the current eﬃciency of energy
harvesting of these multivariate types of energies.447
13.3. Back to Nanoscale. A common issue of the abovementioned TENGs is that frictional energy is converted into an
AC output, which is unsuitable for large-impact applications
such as light-emitting diodes, electronic watches, and mobile
phones. Current rectiﬁcation is achieved by a supplementary
technological eﬀort: switching circuits, combining TENGs with
storage systems, rotating-disk conﬁgurations, or double-wheel
designs have to be used to convert alternating to direct current
(DC).424 Moreover, the current density is limited due to the
high impedance, if polymer-based systems are used.450
Recently, it has been shown that a DC current can be
generated by direct sliding of a platinum-coated silicon AFM
tip over a molybdenum disulﬁde thin ﬁlm deposited on a
substrate.451 In addition, this setup also produced a maximum
value of current density that is several orders of magnitude
greater than the usually achievable range. In such a system,
carrier ﬂow is attributed to the direct electronic excitation at
the interface followed by diﬀusion-drift conduction;438 such
excitation produces electron−hole pairs, triboluminescence,
and exolectrons under tribological conditions.452 However, no
relation among the chemical composition of the frictional
surfaces, the tribological conditions (i.e., temperature, normal
load, and sliding velocity), and the current density and voltage
have been clearly identiﬁed yet.
To conclude this section on TENGs, it is worth mentioning
the Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM),453 an experimental technique that can provide unique information about
the tribocharging of materials at the nanoscale. Only recently
researchers started to use this technique in combination with
AFM for studying phenomena and properties related to the
triboelectric eﬀect.454 However, it is expected that, in the
coming years, the impact of this combination of techniques will
bring signiﬁcant contributions to the ﬁeld. Another beneﬁt of
the KPFM/AFM approach is that the accessible time and size
scales match very well with those available in classical
molecular dynamics simulations.455 Such computational tools
are in fact suitable for interpreting experimental data, and
especially for characterizing the eﬀect of the tribological
conditions and/or the nanostructure of the tribosurfaces.
Despite the fact that classical tools can successfully simulate
system sizes up to hundreds of thousands of atoms on the
microsecond time scale, they cannot provide direct information about the electronic structure. However, hybrid (also
called multiscale) approaches can be employed. For example,
one can perform classical molecular dynamics simulations, to
assess the tribological response of the material, and then use
the conﬁgurations sampled in tribological conditions for a
subsequent deeper analysis by means of ab initio techniques.
Another promising tool is represented by the hybrid quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) scheme, where
the two levels of description are actually accessible at the same
time within a single simulation.
13.4. Outlook. From the brief review given above, one can
understand that, even though the computational tools for
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visualization techniques could help to identify such errors and
guide the correction of the predicting model.
Besides high-throughput simulation machineries, massive ab
initio molecular dynamics and meta-dynamics techniques are
another eﬃcient tool to explore and design material properties,
especially when chemical reactions are to be taken into
account. Nevertheless, the high cost of such kinds of
simulations is still a drawback, and statistical methods like
Monte Carlo-based ones represent a promising alternative to
overcome such limitation. Another opportunity is the use of ad
hoc descriptors, which can facilitate the characterization of
speciﬁc processes and go at the same pace with the extension
of existing theoretical frameworks or the development of new
ones. This is the case of the speciﬁc applications discussed here
such as the dendrite growth in batteries, vapochromic
responses to small-molecule analytes, photoactivated linkage
isomerism, prevention of He embrittlement in containment
materials in nuclear reactors, thermoelectric ﬁgure of merit,
metalized ferroelectrics, magneto-optical Kerr eﬀect, and
tribocharge generation. In these cases, the descriptors have
been proposed based on physical reasoning rather than from
statistical observations of gathered data.
From our perspective, atomistic simulations, automated
modeling, and experimental techniques are rapidly developing
and becoming more and more widely available. The mutual
integration between theory and experiment turns out to be
mandatory to signiﬁcatively boost the advance of the scientiﬁc
knowledge and to unveil new physical insights, which will
ultimately lead to the design of novel functional materials with
tunable properties meeting contemporary challenges.

deepening our understanding of the phenomena are already in
place, there is still a huge amount of work to be done. In
particular, studies so far mainly dealt with polymer materials
and the employment of nanostructures such as nanowires (the
latter mostly for piezoelectric-based devices).456 Moreover, the
eﬀect of the normal load on the TENG output performance
has not yet been extensively studied.457 The analysis of the
hysteretic behavior of the output showed that a low contact
force applied before a high one can enhance the charge transfer
and consequently the performance of the device. This result is
due to a dependence of the charge generation on the history of
the forces applied, and such a phenomenon might be exploited
to improve the operational performance of TENGs. Yet, the
inﬂuence of ambient parameters such as humidity, temperature, and pressure on the hysteresis behavior needs to be
further analyzed, if one wants to ﬁnd ways to customize
TENGs in various environments.
Important questions related to these aspects are still open.
For example, how do tribological conditions aﬀect the surface
charge density, considered as the golden standard for assessing
the overall performance of any NG?448 Or how can the choice
for certain materials improve durability but also reduce
toxicity?
To sum up, we presented an emerging topic that directly
links tribology and energy harvesting. It is expected that
advances in this ﬁeld will have a signiﬁcant socioeconomic
impact. Thanks to simulation approaches, we expect to see a
vast enlargement of the list of materials used within the coming
years. Because of their superior mechanical properties,
inorganic materials are promising candidates for the selection
of novel triboactive materials. This, in our opinion, is
particularly likely to happen, considering the preliminary
results already available in the literature.437,438,451,458−463
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14. SUMMARY
The fast advance of the contemporary technology requires the
improvement of existing materials and the discovery of new
ones. In this perspective, nanostructured materials are the
promising future for the creation of the next-generation
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